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ABSTRACT 

Cowgirls have competed against their cowboy counterparts since the inception of rodeo.  

Modern-day rodeo cowgirls, however, now largely compete only in barrel racing against other 

women.  At odds with her historical participation, what does this lack of opportunity mean for 

her equality at the rodeo today?  Moreover, what is the cowgirl’s identity within this 

foundational American pastime and sport?  In answering these questions, “Let ‘Er Buck: 

Cowgirls and Gender (In)Equality at the Rodeo” centers the story of the modern-day rodeo 

cowgirl while analyzing her situated presence at the rodeo.  By conducting interviews with 

cowgirls, as well as observations of the rodeo, this paper places the cowgirl athlete within the 

quintessential corner of American history and culture that is rodeo.  In an attempt to understand 

the cowgirl role, “Let ‘Er Buck” argues that the rodeo is 1) an androcentric space 2) that the 

cowgirl’s appearance is conditional to her identity and 3) identifies a reductive link between the 

cowgirl and nature.  These circumstances limit the cowgirl, particularly in the fact that her 

gender is emphasized.  This thesis concludes that the cowgirl’s identity is tied to womanhood, a 

secondary status in the sport, and ends with a reflection on the need for greater inclusivity in 

rodeo’s understanding of both its past and present.   
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INTRODUCTION 

“Atop a Horse, How Different and Fine the View” 

 
The real emancipation of women began well before Susan B. Anthony marched and 

carried signs declaring that women, too, were created equal.  Genuine freedom began 
when some unnamed, obscure woman of the border regions looked at the world from 
atop a horse and realized how different and fine the view was, how far she could go, and 

who she might become. 
 

       – Joyce Gibson Roach, The Cowgirls 
 

The clouds of arena dust stirred up by cowgirls make for dramatic effect.  From my seat 

at Round Up Rodeo, I watch a cowgirl race around barrels, illuminated by the bright lights of the 

stadium and the bling of her outfit.  The arena continues to glow even after her exit.  In the wake 

of this prowess and ability, I imagine that most things to the cowgirl, are comparatively tepid.  

Not for a lack of enthusiasm, but because of the boundless daring and “carpe diem” attitude that 

it takes to ride in rodeo.  This uninhibited bravery and tenacity makes me recall my mother, the 

first cowgirl of my acquaintance.  To visit the basement of my childhood home was to bear 

witness to these qualities, memorialized by trophies and ribbons from the rodeo lining the 

shelves.  This early childhood fascination may be the reason why a recent visit to Round Up 

Rodeo on a balmy August evening compelled me to ask questions about the cowgirl identity, but 

beyond my own personal past and present, I believe that this exploration illuminates forgotten or 

largely invisible corners of the American female experience.  Indeed, the history of the cowgirl is 

a history of freedom.  The early cowgirls exhibited a voracious appetite for limitlessness that in 

their time shattered boundaries.  The women of the West settled, rode, and ranched alongside 

their male counterparts, while competing against cowboys in the same events at the rodeo.  

Freedom, however, is often fraught.  Independence during Westward expansion was attenuated 

by gender, race, class, and creed.  Still today, despite the possibility for empowerment that the 
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rodeo could represent for women, the professional rodeo cowgirl is limited in her participation, 

where she mainly competes in the barrel racing event only against other cowgirls. 

Despite the sociopolitical reality, with the advent of Manifest Destiny in the 1800s, 

unbounded, divinely ordained possibility seemed a settler’s destiny, as well as the nation’s.  The 

West as the site of expansion became a national story, mythologized through the works of 

Fredrick Jackson Turner in his treatise “The Significance of the Frontier in American History,” 

Theodore Roosevelt’s multi-volume work The Winning of the West, Owen Wister’s novel The 

Virginian and Frederick Remington’s paintings of Daniel Boone and Davy Crockett.1  Scholars 

of the rodeo assert that the sport evokes the time of Manifest Destiny: in a dirt arena reminiscent 

of the frontier, cowboys wrangle animals to recreate the Western conquest, where man tamed the 

wild in order to settle new lands.2  As a rodeo contestant, the cowgirl competes in a culturally 

fundamental, as well as national, sport.  Round Up, the subject of this paper’s case study, is 

located not in the West but in New Jersey.  It is one of the longest weekly running rodeos in the 

United States, and is among fifty-five professional rodeos in the Northeast United States, a 

region that holds 600 rodeos nationally.3  Compounded with its national prevalence, the sport is 

an embodiment of the foundational Western Myth.  While the Western Myth and the cowboy 

both have a heavy cultural and academic presence, the cowgirl has received comparatively less 

                                                 
1
 Tracey Owens Patton and Sally M. Schedlock, Gender, Whiteness, and Power in Rodeo: Breaking Away 

from the Ties of Sexism and Racism (Plymouth, UK: Lexington Books, 2012), 26. 

 
2
 Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence, Rodeo: An Anthropologist Looks at The Wild and the Tame (Knoxville: 

University of Tennessee Press, 1982), 114. 

 
3
 First Frontier Circuit, e-mail message to author, February 7, 2018.   
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attention.  Scholar Michael Allen defines the cowboy as America’s “cultural ancestor,” but the 

cowgirl has not infiltrated the cultural imagination as successfully as the cowboy.  4   

The word cowgirl is a broad term that represents a variety of identities: for example, a 

trick rider, who performs stunts on horseback at the rodeo, and a ranch-woman, who is not 

necessarily acquainted with the rodeo could both be referred to as cowgirls.5  Given the rodeo’s 

significance in American culture, as well as the cowgirl athlete’s compelling history and 

continued yet limited presence at the rodeo, I focus on the modern-rodeo cowgirl and aim to 

understand her position at the rodeo.  In my thesis, I will argue that as seen in the representation 

and self-perception of modern-rodeo cowgirls, the emphasis on cowgirls’ gender as central in 

their competition at the rodeo limits their opportunities for equality. 

Literature Review  

Much of the existing scholarship on the cowgirl focuses on her history, including her 

presence and participation in the settlement of the West, and the various roles she has inhabited 

within and outside of the rodeo arena.  Some scholars such as historian at the University of 

Wyoming Renee M. Laegreid, in her 2015 article “Ranch Women and Rodeo Performers in Post-

World War II Texas: A Cowgirl By Any Other Name-- But Feminist” has addressed feminism 

and rodeo for cowgirls in the past.  However, little research considers professional rodeo 

cowgirls and gender equality at the rodeo today.  Additionally, no academic work exists on 

Round Up Rodeo itself, one of the longest weekly running rodeo in the United States.  Several 

books focus on specific Western rodeos, but little scholarship on rodeos in other locations exists, 

despite the national pervasiveness of the sport.  My case study of a rodeo in the Northeast 

                                                 
4
 Michael Allen, Rodeo Cowboys in the North American Imagination (Reno & Las Vegas: University of 

Nevada Press, 1998), 4. 

 
5
 Mary Lou LeCompte, Cowgirls of the Rodeo: Pioneer Professional Athletes (Chicago: University of 

Illinois Press, 2000), 5. 
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highlights the pervasiveness of the Western Myth in American culture, while my focus on the 

contemporary rodeo cowgirl aims to understand their position in rodeo today.    

Mary Lou LeCompte, an associate professor of kinesiology and health education at the 

University of Texas at Austin until her retirement, dedicated her career to the study of the rodeo 

cowgirl.  LeCompte’s 2000 book Cowgirls of the Rodeo: Pioneer Professional Athletes is the 

foundational history of professional rodeo cowgirls.  Her research establishes women’s position 

within the history of the West and cowgirls’ history within women’s sports history.  To analyze 

the situation of cowgirls today, I use this text to understand the context of their participation in 

the past.  LeCompte’s work answers important questions regarding this topic, such as how barrel 

racing became the main event for women in rodeo.  However, LeCompte does not focus on 

issues of identity and equality for the modern rodeo cowgirl.  I rely on Cowgirls of the Rodeo for 

historical grounding, but I specifically consider cowgirls’ status in my paper.  

Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence, a professor at Tufts University until her retirement, 

pioneered the field of animal-human relations, and made rodeo one of her subjects of study 

within this new discipline.  Her 1982 book Rodeo: An Anthropologist Looks at The Wild and the 

Tame is one of the only academic works to employ an ethnographic study of rodeo.  Through 

ethnography, Lawrence examines the cultural practices of rodeo, specifically as they are 

grounded in ritual.  To approach my observations of the rodeo, I modeled Lawrence’s 

ethnographic work, which “proceed[ed] from the observable events of the rodeo, and the 

concrete interactions they exemplify, toward an interpretive analysis [assuming that] the 

symbolic stems from the concrete.”6  I also employ Lawrence’s concept of the wild and the tame.  

Within rodeo’s historic context of the West, animals embody the wild concept of nature while 

                                                 
6
 Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence, Rodeo: An Anthropologist Looks at The Wild and the Tame (Knoxville: 

University of Tennessee Press, 1982), 7. 
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the cowboy represents the taming forces of American civilization; Lawrence uses the wild/tame 

dichotomy to explain the inequality experienced by women in rodeo.7  She asserts that in rodeo 

culture, femininity is closely associated with nature— to be feminine is to be wild, unpredictable, 

and untamed.8  Consequently, women are limited to events that do not involve the taming of 

animals, such as barrel racing.  Lawrence’s claim is inferred from her rodeo observations and 

interactions with rodeo men, but does not address the cowgirl experience from their point of 

view.  Lawrence does not define what the cowgirl’s role is, only what it is not in relation to men.  

In light of the recent re-admittance of cowgirls into events other than barrel racing within the 

Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association (PRCA), my interviews with modern-day cowgirls 

work to widen the understanding of women in rodeo beyond a singular comparison with 

cowboys.   

The folklorist Beverly J. Stoeltje, a scholar in the Department of Folklore and 

Ethnomusicology and the Department of Anthropology at Indiana University Bloomington, 

examines rodeo using a semiotics, which is “the study of signs and symbols and their use and 

interpretation.”9  In her 1986 article “Females in Rodeo: Private Motivation and Public 

Presentation” and her 1988 article “Gender Representations in Performance: The Cowgirl and 

The Hostess,” Stoeltje asks, what does the woman in the rodeo represent?  Does she signify 

female power and her own self-expression, or is she an object of male fantasies and dominance?  

She concludes that the cowgirls’ representation is subjective rather than social: the cowgirl 

represents herself.  In both articles, the crux of Stoeltje’s argument relies on the particular 

                                                 
7
 Michael Allen, Rodeo Cowboys in the North American Imagination (Reno & Las Vegas: University of 

Nevada Press, 1998), 6. 
 

8
 Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence, Rodeo: An Anthropologist Looks at The Wild and the Tame (Knoxville: 

University of Tennessee Press, 1982), 111. 

 
9
 Encyclopedia Britannica, s.v. “semiotics,” accessed April 17, 2018, https://www.britannica.com/science 

/semiotics.   
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function of the cowgirl in regards to other roles played by women at the rodeo, or as she is 

situated within her social environment.  In “Gender Representations,” she analyzes the 

representation of the cowgirl as related to the role of the “hostess;” in “Females in Rodeo,” 

Stoeltje examines the cowgirl as “sponsor girl,” figureheads who are chosen by their local 

communities to represent them.  The role of the hostess and sponsor girl are roles that the 

cowgirls I interviewed did not inhabit.  I examine cowgirls as independent athletes, who are 

encapsulated within the cultural space and practices of rodeo. 

Tracey Owens Patton, professor of Communication & Journalism in African American 

and Diaspora Studies at the University of Wyoming, and co-author Sally M. Schedlock, a critical 

cultural communication and rhetorical scholar at the University of Wyoming, centralize the 

experience of women and people of color in the rodeo to ask how race, gender and other issues 

of identity complicate the mythic historical narrative of the West in their 2012 book Gender, 

Whiteness, and Power in Rodeo: Breaking Away From the Ties of Racism and Sexism .  Their 

work explores the rich historical involvement of women and people of color in the rodeo as well 

as their crucial role in shaping the sport.  Patton and Schedlock assert that White male 

hegemony, and its claiming of the Western Myth, has led to the current marginalization of these 

groups in rodeo, despite their primary importance to the sport.  When addressing gender, Gender, 

Whiteness, and Power in Rodeo looks at women’s role in the rodeo, including what women have 

represented and, briefly, who cowgirls are today.  In some cases, the authors use interviews 

excerpts from previous scholarship, but they mostly rely on visual iconography to further their 

argument, such as historically ionic pictures of cowgirls.  Instead of analyzing the cowgirl icon 

through the use of media materials, I specifically examine how individual cowgirls perceive 

themselves as well as how rodeo represents them by interacting with both aspects firsthand.  
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Unlike Patton and Schedlock’s book, I will not incorporate multiple racial identities into my 

study: all cowgirls who competed in the 2017-rodeo season were White women.  Gender, 

Whiteness, and Power in Rodeo is an important contribution regarding rodeo’s diversity and 

level of inclusivity, and I engage this book as it relates to gender.  

Due to the scope of my research, this paper focuses on cowgirls explicitly, and will not 

directly engage cowboys.  Despite my focus, it is necessary to conduct a limited examination of 

literature on the cowboy in order to understand his cultural imprint on the United States and his 

lived presence at the rodeo.  Historian at Northwestern University, Michael Allen’s 1998 book 

Rodeo Cowboys in the North American Imagination will help me to define the icon of the 

cowboy, and use that image to understand the cowgirl’s role.  Similarly, it is important to ground 

cowgirls in the Western tradition, as that tradition has been established by scholars.  I use the 

work of North Carolina State University historian Richard Slatta’s 1994 book Cowboys of the 

Americas to help define that tradition.  

In addition to the texts specifically related to my topic, I incorporate an interdisciplinary 

perspective, including works from literature on gender from the fields of American Studies, 

Women’s and Gender Studies, Sociology, and Psychology.  In Chapter One, I utilize status 

characteristics theory from the sociologist Robyn A. Ryle and her 2018 textbook Questioning 

Gender: A Sociological Explanation to argue that use of humor creates inequality.  I also employ 

the work of Giselinde Kuipers, chair of the Sociology Department at the University of 

Amsterdam, particularly her 2008 article “Sociology of Humor,” which presents humor as an 

important defining category in social interactions.  Her connection between gender and humor 

helps me to assert that humor helps mold the rodeo arena into an androcentric space.  By 

androcentric, I mean “gender-based prejudice, [in] the granting of higher status, respect, reward, 
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[or] power to the masculine compared to the feminine.”10  The exploration of the arena as 

androcentric is furthered through the works of feminist geographers, specifically the 2007 article 

“Situating Gender” from Liz Bondi, professor of Human Geography at the University of 

Edinburgh and Joyce Davidson, professor of Geography at Queen’s University.  Bondi and 

Davidson define the aim of feminist geography to “investigate, make visible and challenge the 

relationships between gender divisions and spatial divisions, to uncover their mutual constitution 

and problematize their apparent naturalness.”11  In order to analyze appearance norms and 

performance in Chapter Two, I use the work of feminist journalist, author, and activist Susan 

Brownmiller and her 1984 book Femininity.  I also employ the work of scholar Joanne Entwistle 

of Culture, Media and Creative Industries at King's College and her 2000 book The Fashioned 

Dress: Fashion, Dress, and Modern Social Theory.  Both offer feminist examinations on dress 

and performance, the former a psychological, social perspective and the later a sociological, 

historical analysis.  I also utilize the work of Naomi Wolf, feminist journalist, author, and 

activist, and her 1994 book The Beauty Myth: How Images of Beauty Are Used Against Women 

to ground my claims about how beauty standards operate for women in society.  Doing gender 

theory, as presented in Ryle’s Questioning Gender is used to assert that in adhering to beauty 

norms, cowgirls perform femininity, which further ties them to their gender.  In Chapter Three, I 

use the work of Kathleen Brown, scholar of race and gender at the University of Pennsylvania, 

particularly her 1996 book Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, 

and Power in Colonial Virginia in order to ground my claims of the cowgirl as tied to nature.  To 

                                                 
10

 Lisa Wade and Myra Marx Ferree, Gender: Ideas, Interactions, Institutions (New York: W.W. Norton & 

Company, 2015), 119. 

 
11

 Liz Bondi and Joyce Davidson, “Situating Gender,” in A Companion To Feminist Geography ed. Liz 

Nelson and Joni Seager (Hoboken, NJ: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2005), 12. 
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further this argument, I also employ the New York University scholar Carol Gilligan and her 

concept of the ethic of care, as outlined in her 1982 book In A Different Voice: Psychological 

Theory and Women’s Development.  The ethic of care, which asserts that women orient 

themselves towards relationships, intimacy, and care, is a useful overarching theory to 

understand how cowgirls, as women abiding by this concept, may relate to their horses. 

Methodological Reflections 

My research question was: How do the representation and self-perception of modern 

cowgirls at Round Up Rodeo reveal the role of feminism in rodeo?  In order to answer this 

query, I divided my research between 1) the representation of modern-day rodeo cowgirls at 

Round Up Rodeo, including how the rodeo presents cowgirls and how they present themselves at 

the rodeo, and 2) the self-perceptions of the cowgirls via interviews.  I address these questions 

through my lens as a feminist researcher, to be understood as the use of interdisciplinary 

methodologies and disciplines, as well as a focus on the experiences of women.12  

The representation aspect of my question addressed how rodeo defines cowgirls, and 

presents their role.  Qualitative observations from Round Up Rodeo were conducted on the dates 

of 8/26/17, 9/9/17, 9/23/17 and 9/30/17, from 7:30pm-9:30pm for the duration of the rodeo 

programing.  For the sake of anonymity of the cowgirls who participated in this research, I use a 

pseudonym for the rodeo.  I also visited the rodeo once during off-hours to take pictures of the 

signage that the rodeo uses to promote itself.  The primary focus of my analysis of Round Up is 

on representatives of the rodeo, namely the announcer and rodeo clown as well as how the 

cowgirls represented themselves when competing at the rodeo, including how they dressed.  To 

analyze these sources, I used a micro, meso, and macro level of analysis to consider cowgirls, 

                                                 
12

 Sharlene Nagy Hesse-Biber, ed., Handbook of Feminist Research: Theory and Praxis (Thousand Oaks, 

CA: SAGE Publications, 2007), 9.  
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Round Up, and rodeo (through the lens of rodeo associations) respectively.  Using these levels of 

analysis revealed the themes of dress and space on the macro level, space on the meso level and 

dress on the micro level in the representation of cowgirls.  I later used these themes in my 

analysis of my interviews, as addressed below.  I examine rodeo as both a sport and a cultural 

pastime.  While the cowgirls I interviewed primarily identified themselves as athletes, then as 

performers, they acknowledged the entertainment aspect of the rodeo.  Given the rodeo’s 

important ties to the foundational Western Myth, I analyzed the cowgirls as athletes engaged in 

both a sport and a cultural activity.  

The self-perception question of my research was investigated through qualitative 

interviews with modern rodeo cowgirls.  My selection process centered around geography, 

availability and time of participation in the rodeo.  I selected cowgirls who rode in the 2017 

Round Up Rodeo season.  Though all participants were from New Jersey and Delaware, 

geography was used as an access point rather than as a point of study.  All interviews were 

conducted in-person in New Jersey and Delaware, with the exception of one interview that took 

place over FaceTime.  I interviewed a total of four cowgirls: three barrel racers and one bull 

rider.  Rose, a fifty-year old cowgirl from New Jersey, started riding when she was eighteen 

years old and competes in the barrel racing event.  When we met, Rose had written down all her 

biographical details of her life as a cowgirl, sometimes referring to her notes.  This is not her first 

rodeo: she told me that a journalist once did a piece on her life as a cowgirl.  Out of respect for 

our time and for rodeo culture itself, she took the conversation seriously, and was as prepared as 

she would be to ride in rodeo.  Daisy is in her early twenties and from Delaware.  She started 

barrel racing when she was a child.  During our interview, she was gregarious and friendly, and 

spoke to me with the warmth of an old friend who had come to catch up on her life.  Sometimes 
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her answers were so upfront that they took on an almost confessional quality, but always they 

revealed a deeply reflective thought that she was eager to share.  Jasmine is also in her early 

twenties and barrel races; she started riding when she was young.  When we spoke, Jasmine was 

like a businesswoman on a day off.  Her baseball cap partly obscured her face, but she conveyed 

the quality of a professional despite her casual attire: she seemed to be someone who takes what 

she does seriously, infusing it with dignity.  Her Southern-sounding dialect was a cadence that I 

recognized— it was the rural South Jersey accent, where we are both from— and it imbued 

warmth with the genuine answers she gave.  Chrysantha, a bull rider, is also in her early twenties 

and started riding horses as a child, but has only forayed into the world of bull riding in the past 

three years.  She was equally friendly and open when we spoke, marking anecdotes about her 

trailblazing experiences as a female bull rider with energy and candor.  She freely detailed the 

difficulties she has encountered, but relayed them as a fact of life and focused instead on the 

passion she has for the sport.  I interviewed Chrysantha in an attempt to represent cowgirls who 

occupy different spaces at the rodeo in order to present a more comprehensive picture of the 

modern rodeo cowgirl.  I had hoped for more variety, however the only other cowgirl who did 

not compete as a barrel racer at Round Up could not be contacted.  Variety was also intended to 

lessen the possibility of all participants answering questions in the same way.  All interviews 

were confidential; the names of participants have been changed to pseudonyms.  

The interviews themselves consisted of approximately 20 questions as well as follow-up 

depending on how the participant answered.  (Appendix I) These questions focused on the 

participant’s identity as a cowgirl, including how she represented herself at the rodeo through 

dress, her relationship with her horse, and queries aimed at determining whether or not the 

participant saw gender at the rodeo, such as if equality existed between cowgirls and cowboys. 
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By gender, I mean whether or not participants were aware of their gender, and cognizant of 

either equality or inequality based on their gender while competing at the rodeo.  Depending on 

the answer to this last question, I then asked about feminism at the rodeo.  I employ a liberal 

feminist perspective in formulating and analyzing equality at the rodeo.  Such an approach is 

defined within the gender and sports discipline by Sheila Scraton, scholar in Social Theory, 

Qualitative Social Research, and Sociological Theory at Leeds Beckett University and Anne 

Flintoff, professor of Physical Education and Sport at Leeds Beckett University, in their 2013 

article “Gender, Feminist Theory, and Sport.”  For Scraton and Flintoff, liberal feminism within 

sport “challenges essentialist notions of femininity and the dichotomy that posited rationality as 

masculine/male and emotionality as feminine/female” and is premised “on equality of access and 

opportunity, different socialization practices, gender stereotyping, and discrimination” to 

understand issues of equality.13  In order to address the issue of equality, equality of opportunity 

and access are examined.   

I utilized the 2011 book Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative 

Approaches by sociology scholar W. Lawrence Neuman at the University of Wisconsin 

Whitewater as a guide in how to approach the analysis of my interviews, including emerging 

themes and how to code those themes into data.  My coding process consisted of looking for 

keywords, or themes, mentioned by the participant in each question asked.  Those themes then 

helped me to identify overarching themes that were not explicitly mentioned but were present in 

the participants’ answers.  This coding analysis revealed the relevant overarching themes of 

appearance, a gendered hierarchy of danger, and the cowgirl’s relationship with her horse as 

elements that define the cowgirl experience and identity.  The identification of these overarching 

                                                 
13

 Sheila Scraton and Anne Flintoff, “Gender, Feminist Theory, and Sport,” in A Companion to Sport, ed. 

D. L. Andrews and B. Carrington (Oxford: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd , 2013), 97. 
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themes from my interviews, combined with their presence throughout the levels of analysis used 

in the representation piece of my research, lead me to my main argument and provided me with 

reasons to support my main claim.    

In the middle of my interview process, my research question began to shift.  At first my 

aim was to investigate feminism in modern day rodeo, both its presence at the rodeo and what it 

meant for cowgirls who participated.  My research question was: How do the representation and 

self-perception of modern cowgirls at Round Up Rodeo reveal the role of feminism in rodeo? 

However, after completing two interviews, I realized that I entered the conversations with the 

assumption that feminism was not present at the rodeo.  What I found was a mix of contradictory 

beliefs about feminism and women’s equality presented by both the rodeo and the cowgirls.  For 

example, language of empowerment was used by most participants yet they saw men and women 

as essentially different.  In my initial attempts to craft an argument, I found that I was making 

essentializing statements about feminism as present in these women’s lives.  To respond to this 

dynamic process, I shifted my focus to address the question of equality.  

Overview  

The proof for my main claim will be dispersed throughout three chapters.  In Chapter 

One, I explore the rodeo as an androcentric space.  I focus on the structures of the rodeo, and in 

particular on the arena.  I demonstrate how space is defined and sanctioned for cowgirls, 

incorporating evidence from the macro, meso and micro levels of the rodeo in order to argue that 

creation of the rodeo space as androcentric constraints cowgirls, limiting their opportunities.  

Chapter Two is focused on the cowgirl’s appearance, and the adjacent aspect of performance, in 

order to define the “cowgirl look.”  With this definition, I argue that cowgirls’ appearance is 

conditional to their identity as a cowgirl.  By demonstrating how the rodeo equates cowgirls with 
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their appearance, I assert that this equation limits their opportunities for equality in adding a 

reductive condition onto their participation in rodeo.  The subject of Chapter Three is the 

cowgirl’s relationship with nature and her horse.  The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate 

how, by tying cowgirls with their horses, the cowgirls’ status is degraded as serious competitors 

at the rodeo.  Chapter Three supports my main claim by arguing that the equation of cowgirls 

with nature based on their gender is reductive.  In my conclusion, I reflect on how cowgirls view 

the issue of equality, feminism and the future of women in the rodeo as well as how the 

culturally and historically significant sport of rodeo demands a more inclusive understanding of 

its past and present.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

Rodeo as Androcentric Space  

 
Rolling pastures greet the Round Up Rodeo audience, embedding it in the rural before 

any interaction with the space reveals the culture that the rodeo communicates.  Corn fields line 
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the road on both sides, while the fields’ harvest overflowing from the produce stands that appear 

like mirages along the road’s horizon.  Two Western apparel stores, one owned by Round Up, 

punctuate the setting.  (Appendix II, Fig. 1) A giant statue of a cowboy, visible before the sign 

for the rodeo itself, offers an outsized welcome.  (Appendix II, Fig. 2) Another statue sits in 

greeting on the other side of the road, this one a life-sized cowboy atop his horse.  (Appendix II, 

Fig. 3) The only depiction of a cowgirl rests on the side of the rodeo’s clothing shop, barely 

visible, especially compared to her cowboy counterparts.  Audience members enter through an 

unassuming gate, and come across tables near the gift shop selling cowboy hats.  The products 

on sale are an opportunity for the rodeo to earn money, offering audience members a 

commodified spirit of the American West.  The tables outside the gift shop are notable for two 

reasons: the abundance in quantity and the two distinct styles in which they are offered.  The hats 

come in one of two variations: dark, nude, or some other version of understated, or bright and 

flashy.  That is, one for cowboys and one for cowgirls— the targeted demographic is clear 

enough that there is no sign differentiating between men’s and women’s.  Even the term 

“cowboy hats” is gendered in that they are only referred to as cowboy hats, though both genders 

wear them.  Rodeo’s most recognizable emblem is both gendered and subsumed by the 

masculine, symbolic of the larger gender dynamics present in rodeo.  

This chapter focuses on the spatial and interpersonal dynamics of the rodeo, and in 

particular on the arena as androcentric as seen on the macro and meso levels of the rodeo, or 

rodeo associations and Round Up Rodeo respectively.  By androcentric, I mean the higher 

“status, respect, reward, [or] power” granted to the masculine.14  The objective of this chapter is 

to illuminate how space is defined and sanctioned for cowgirls, the micro level, in light of 
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information from the macro and meso levels.  I will use the work of feminist geographers from 

the 2005 collection A Companion To Feminist Geography edited by Liz Nelson and Joni Seager, 

in order to ground my contention about women and space.   This chapter supports my main 

argument by arguing that the rodeo as androcentric emphasizes cowgirls’ gender, which limits 

equality by communicating that women inhabit a lower status than men.   

The Rodeo Arena 

After encountering the gift shop, rodeo goers come upon a mixture of wooden and metal 

benches that seat 4,000 people and wrap around the oval shaped, dirt arena where the cowboys 

and cowgirls compete.  On any given night, the mostly White audience that fills the stadium is 

comprised of families and couples, many of whom are dressed in cowboy hats with American 

flags decorating their clothing.  Some are dressed in clothing decorated with the Confederate 

Flag.15  The seating itself is surrounded by other consumer opportunities, with stands selling 

typical American fair food like funnel cake and popcorn.  (Appendix II, Fig. 4) Like a smaller, 

safer Colosseum, the arena is the point of convergence at the rodeo, with all else encircling the 

space.  In it, the sport of rodeo is played out, but before any events begin, themes of patriotism 

are established.16  During the Opening Ceremony, the audience is asked to stand for the troops 
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among them, and join in on singing the National Anthem.  The audience is reminded of the 

Dodge Ram trucks and John Deer lawn mowers that they can buy, as the announcer shouts out 

sponsors.  He asks that the audience be a lively one, encouraging generous applause for all 

contestants and ensuring cheer for that night’s rodeo.   Throughout the Opening Ceremony, the 

audience is presented with ample proof of the rodeo’s patriotism.  The announcer renders a 

dramatic run up to the National Anthem, one as emotional as the song: 

Do you remember when our country was founded on liberty, truth, and justice?   
Remember when it was OK to put your hand on your heart and salute the flag?  When 

people were branded POW?  When you look to that flag: are you proud?  Are you proud 
our youngins’ can do whatever they want?  Our proud brothers and sisters spilled their 
blood for freedom.  Other countries continue to look to us as the freest country in the 

world.  Are you proud to be living in one of the greatest and freest countries on God’s 
green earth?  If you’re proud then join us in signing the National Anthem.17  

 
The Rodeo Queen is mounted, at attention while holding the American Flag, while the National 

Anthem is sung.  After the song, the announcer, now preacher, ends in the “Cowboy Prayer,” 

asking for God to protect the cowboy contestants who will compete.  Missing from the 

announcer’s invocation is the word cowgirl.18  

In emphasizing patriotism and the audience’s role— and in excluding cowgirls— the 

rodeo’s values and expectations are communicated in the arena.  The arena is the focal point of 

all the action at the rodeo, defining the event and setting the stage on which gender is played out, 
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and subsequently conceptualized for both the audience and its participants.  The arena will be the 

direct focus of the meso section of this chapter, but an analysis of the macro and micro level 

demonstrates the interdependent relationship between each level.  

Macro Level: Regulating Cowgirls’ Space 

On the macro level, or the governing rodeo associations, rules and regulations from the 

Women’s Professional Rodeo Association (WPRA) and the PRCA define the amount of space 

that its members inhabit within the arena.  According to its website, the WPRA, founded in 1947, 

is the oldest standing women’s professional association; today “barrel racing dominates the 

activities of most WPRA members.”19  The WPRA regulates the barrel racing event at all rodeos 

regulated by the PRCA (by which Round Up is sanctioned).  Since most rodeo cowgirls 

participate in the barrel racing event, they must be members of the WPRA in order to compete at 

PRCA rodeos; cowgirls who participate in other events at Round Up are members of the PRCA.  

Given the segregation of the sport, it is typical that cowboys are PRCA members while cowgirls 

are WPRA members.  An analysis of these associations’ rules reveals that a cowgirl’s presence 

in the arena is limited by regulations, while cowboys are less restricted.  

According to the WPRA rule book, the barrel racing event must be completed in a 

cloverleaf pattern, and the pattern cannot be deviated from.20  This rule restricts the space that the 

cowgirls can inhabit.  The WPRA rule book also contains a rule that forbids cowgirls from 

dismounting onto the arena floor.21  No such limitation exists for PRCA members, whose 
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membership largely consists of cowboys.22  During one of my observations, when a barrel racer 

lost her hat while competing, she exited the arena without picking it up.23  Conversely, a cowboy 

who lost his hat while team roping leisurely dismounted his horse after the event, picked up the 

hat, and waved it to the crowd.24  While the cowboy was allowed to exercise agency in the arena, 

the cowgirl had to rely on a pick-up man to retrieve her hat.  The position of non-barrel racing 

cowgirls, who due to their PRCA membership are not subject to this constraint, points to an 

interesting question of the future of cowgirls in a sport where they have been re-integrated (as of 

the 1990s).25  Nevertheless, cowgirls remain underrepresented in these events and for the 

majority, these regulations remain intact, contributing to the androcentric nature of the arena. As 

a result, men on the meso level become responsible for maintaining, patrolling and ultimately 

inhabiting the arena. 

 

 

Meso Level: Round Up Rodeo 

 
My analysis of the meso level will involve Round Up Rodeo itself, and will center on the 

verbal cues of the announcer and rodeo clown, as well as on the actions of men in the arena, in 

particular pick-up men and cowboys.  As the rodeo’s narrators, the announcer and rodeo clown 

serve as the voice of the rodeo, setting the scene and defining the space while keeping the 

audience informed and entertained.  Throughout the course of my four observations, the 
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announcer and the rodeo clown were never the same people (though all were men); however, the 

job as giving voice to the organization remained the same, and thus the announcer and rodeo 

clown will be condensed into two figures across all observations.  I rely on their verbal cues in 

order to understand how the arena as a space represents cowgirls, as well as how it is an 

androcentric space.   

The Announcer Defines Space 
 

The most important voice of the rodeo comes from a small, white box with clear, red 

lettering that reads “Round Up Rodeo.”  Here the announcer resides above the arena and the 

audience: for the duration of the two-hour event, he is the sun of the rodeo universe, with all else 

in his orbit.  The announcer’s box not only serves as his means through which to communicate 

with the audience, but as his way to define the space of the rodeo.  The unassuming box is not 

only a statement about the casual nature of the rodeo, but serves as a simple reminder that the 

man standing in the center of the box— at the center of the rodeo— is in command, despite the 

physical modesty of his platform.  The announcer introduces the events and the athletes, plugs 

the rodeo’s sponsors and interacts with the rodeo clown, who is below in the arena.  From the 

beginning of the rodeo, the announcer sets the tone and defines the space and its interactions.  

Setting the tone of the event includes embedding the arena in gender, by which I mean the male 

gender is defined as the norm or as “a principle of conduct that is encouraged to be followed by 

members of any given group.”26  The announcer’s commentary on the women who compete in 

otherwise all-male events demonstrates the gendering that occurs.  Most cowgirls who compete 

in the rodeo ride in the women-only barrel racing event.  Of the eighty-two contestants at the 

rodeo on September 9, 2017, fourteen were cowgirls, and twelve of those fourteen competed in 
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barrel racing.27  When a well-known cowgirl entered the arena to participate in team roping, an 

event other than barrel racing, her presence was highlighted as extraordinary and unusual by the 

announcer.  His introduction is the longest that any of the team ropers received.  He asked the 

crowd: “How many of you all like sports?  How many of you all like hockey?  How many of you 

all like basketball?  How many of you all think cowgirls rule?”28  After she rode, the announcer 

said: “She is one of the few cowgirls in a male dominated sport.  Sometimes you just need a 

cowgirl to get the job done right.  That’s my kind of gal.”29  When Chrysantha, the only other 

cowgirl who competes outside of the barrel racing event at Round Up, participated in bull riding 

the announcer repeats the same sentiment of support for a woman in a “male dominated sport.”30  

This statement reveals an assumption of basic gender differences as essentialist, which "entails 

the belief that those characteristics defined as women's essence are shared in common by all 

women at all times.”31  Since most cowgirls do not compete in these events, these two cowgirls 

are not represented as individual athletes extraordinary for their ability, but as women unusual in 

their pursuits.  This is not an expected role for them to inhabit, and their presence in the arena as 

highlighted as extraordinary helps to embed the space as masculine.  On September 30th, 2017, 

Chrysantha was the only woman who competed outside of the barrel racing event, and the 

announcer gives her a longer introduction, unlike the last rodeo where the female team roper 

(who went first at the last rodeo) received more attention.  At this rodeo, in the build-up to 
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Chrysantha’s turn, the announcer asked: “How many ladies are there in the audience?  How 

many of you know you can do anything a man can do, if not better?  How many of you wanna 

see a woman rider?  Ladies, where are you?  Give her applause!”32  The energy given to only one 

woman within the course of one rodeo indicates that the space for women in the sport is limited.  

The Rodeo Clown: Gender and Humor in the Arena 

 
While the announcer’s existence is elevated above the rodeo, the rodeo clown is 

grounded in the arena.  The arena is his territory to roam while fulfilling his role of entertaining 

the audience, much of which is accomplished through gendered jokes, which define gender as a 

distinct category, viewing women in essentialist terms.  At the beginning of the rodeo on 

September 23, 2017, the clown states: “Kids, drunk people and yoga pants never lie. I’ve seen 

some here today and they didn’t lie.”33  At another rodeo, the clown, in a confiding tone, tells the 

announcer that it’s a big weekend for him and his wife.  It turns out, he tells the announcer, that 

“we’re celebrating our 32nd anniversary.  How do we do it?  We spend quality time together.  

Twice a week we go out to eat.  I go on Thursday and she goes on Tuesday.”34  In another joke, 

the clown says: “My wife was sitting on the couch and I said get up and cook me something to 

eat.  She said if I talked to her in that tone again I wouldn’t see her again.  [Clown then mimics 

yelling louder.]”35  Another joke also involves his wife’s lack of willingness to cook.  The clown 

tells the announcer, “For our anniversary, my wife wanted me to take her somewhere she’s never 

been before.  I bought her a frying pan and took her to the kitchen.”  The announcer responds to 

the clown: “Man, you’re getting yourself in trouble,” to which the clown responds, “She’s here.  
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But at the hotel.  I gave her a bag of M&Ms and told her to put them in alphabetical order.”36  As 

depicted in his jokes, the clown is the unlucky companion of females who do not fulfill their 

womanly duties— they fail to cater to their husband or are delinquent in their responsibility to 

remain thin— and so they deserve to be ridiculed.  The clown’s constant reference to his wife 

also marks the space as heteronormative, where it “is assumed that everyone is heterosexual 

unless there are signs indicating otherwise.”37  While enforcing rodeo as heteronormative, 

comedy is also leveraged to represent women not as individuals, but as stereotypes.  Women are 

portrayed through an essentialist lens, where women are thought to all have the same basic 

essence.  The space becomes unwelcoming for women, thusly creating the arena into a space for 

men.  For feminist geographers, space is binary: “dominant and dominating (or hegemonic) 

conceptualizations of space limit our ability to experience and express difference except in terms 

of a dualistic distinction between ‘Man’ and ‘Woman.’”38  This system means that “we have and 

believe in accordance with long established patriarchal principles, and as experiencing social 

space in terms of a gender divide.”39  The gender divide could be a reaction to women gaining 

more access in rodeo, such as women competing in events other than barrel racing, or indicative 

of a persistent lack of space for women.   

Though I have analyzed them as separate entities, it is important to note that the 

announcer and the clown do not exist entirely independent of one another.  They often interacted 

to define the arena space together, and their interaction sometimes manifested itself as if a devil 
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and an angel are atop either side of an audience member’s shoulders.  Employed as a humorous 

device, the clown as the devil represented impurity while the announcer as the angel represented 

good consciousness.40  If the clown made a joke that the announcer found too base, the 

announcer politely dismissed the joke and moved the show forward.  When the clown made a 

joke about his mother-in- law: “I gave my mother-in- law a cemetery plot for her birthday,” the 

announcer gently reprimanded him: “Aww, you have to be nice to your mother-in- law.”41  The 

announcer ignored the clown and moved on to the next event.  However, the announcer did not 

always correct the clown and frequently laughed at his jokes.  Sometimes the announcer made 

his own gendered jokes, for example when he said: “My wife got mad at me for ruining her 

birthday. [He pauses.] Because I forgot when it was.”42  In supporting the clown’s jokes and 

partaking in the same behavior, the announcer reinforced the idea of women as presented by the 

clown, upholding the arena as androcentric.   

Both men co-produce the arena into an androcentric space.  They demarcate individuals 

on the basis of gender, and the audience then brings that definition with them when watching 

cowgirls compete.  The effect of the use of gendered humor in the arena, regardless of intention, 

is such as to make cowgirls less credible when they compete.  When the audience is exposed to 

the underlying assumptions of these gendered jokes, they may not dissociate the stereotypes of 

women that are presented from the cowgirls competing.  According to status characteristics 

theory, the audience is unlikely to make that switch.  A status characteristic is: 

some kind of difference that exists between groups of people in society and to which a 

sense of lesser or greater value and esteem is given.  That means it’s not just about being 
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different in some way, but that people who are different in that particular way are 
considered better or more worthy.  This is important to gender because studies show that 

gender is a status characteristic and that men are generally deemed better and more 
competent than woman. . . . The persistence of inequality is explained in part by the fact 

that even when those resources aren’t present, we still believe that men are more 
competent and powerful.43   
 

A gender status belief, or the “belief in the superiority of men,” is communicated through the 

gendered humor utilized, imperiling the seriousness with which the cowgirl is viewed.  The use 

of humor in the arena is not innocuous: humor at the rodeo is used at the expense of the women 

that participate in the sport.  Men are brought into the space, while women are left out.  In 

humor, according to Giselinde Kuipers: 

[C]onversational joking plays a role in the construction of social relationships . . . humor 
can be used to create and define a ‘group culture’ – not only by providing social 

solidarity . . . but by the use of in-group humor, repeat jokes, and specific humorous 
styles and tastes that literally get to define a group, and be used to demarcate its identity.  
However, this creation of a group culture also provides a strong outside boundary: humor 

includes and excludes at the same time. . . . On the one hand, joking creates closeness and 
solidarity and is important marker of ‘being on the same wavelength.’  On the other hand, 

humor has a strong power dimension, resulting in a relation between social status and 
humor initiation, as well an oft-reported tendency for people to joke ‘down’ rather than 
‘up.’44  

 
Rodeo humor “jokes down,” by making women its punchline.  Far from being “just a joke,” 

“humor and joking are important in negotiations over the meaning of things: the construction of 

norms [and] the debate about what is ‘going on’ in a particular situation.”45  Humor in the arena 

centers men, creating an androcentric space and limiting the space of women.      

Men Inhabit the Arena 
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An analysis of how the men in rodeo who participate rather than produce the rodeo— 

namely, pick-up men and cowboys—  inhabit the arena further illuminates the androcentric 

nature of the space.  According to the PRCA rule book, pick-up men are hired “for the rodeo for 

the protection of cowboy contestants during the bull riding event.”46  The language of the rule 

book expects cowboys to be the ones bull fighting, despite the fact that cowgirls can now 

compete in the event.  In addition to this obligation, pick-up men maintain and patrol the area of 

the arena.  They not only retrieve wind-swept hats, but wrangle loose bulls back into their pens: 

in order to maintain the arena, they are a constant presence.  The Rodeo Queen is the only 

woman who enters the arena between events, and serves as a “helpmate,” steering calves back 

into their shoots after a run.47  Even the Rodeo Queen, the royalty of the rodeo, seems to be 

constricted by the amount of space that she can inhabit.  Mounted on her horse throughout, she 

rides languidly yet rigidly.  Elevated from the arena, her silver rhinestone shirt remains dust-free 

and dazzling, while the men below her are free to roam.  The pick-up men meanwhile interact 

with one another, with the rodeo clown, and with the cowboys.  (Appendix II, Fig. 5) The 

cowboys, dismounted from their horses while waiting for events like team roping and steer 

wrestling, appear to be hanging out on the sides of the arena.  The way in which men freely 

inhabit the arena further communicates that the space as more of the cowboy’s than the 

cowgirl’s, making it androcentric.   

Micro Level: Cowgirls 
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Stoeltje may counter that the representation by the rodeo does not affect the self-

representation of cowgirls.  For Stoeltje, the careful cloverleaf pattern that barrel racers must 

follow in the arena (as determined on the macro level by the WPRA) makes the function of the 

competition as one that emphasizes beauty.  When combined with speed, this pattern creates an 

aesthetic quality to the performance.  She argues that the cloverleaf pattern, in conjunction with 

the coordinated effort of both cowgirl and horse to complete the run, creates beauty: “to run, turn 

smoothly and rapidly, slow down and speed up, maintaining a steady gait and moving in 

harmony with each other.”48  She labels this as the “aesthetic” aspect of the cowgirl’s ride, which 

proves the cowgirl’s capabilities as a rider and ultimately makes the cowgirl an active agent over 

her performance; Stoeltje labels this “self-representation:” 

Acting as her own agent in spite of the discourse of representation, she enters the race 
and engages in it confident that her performance will be judged . . . by her skills as a 

rider.  None of her acts signify male interests. . . . In the barrel race, the active cowgirl 
performer subsumes the sign woman, transforming it into self-representation.49  

 
For Stoeltje, the possibility for self-representation is the only variable of import, even within a 

rodeo space that may not represent cowgirls as equal players.  An important part of Stoeltje’s 

argument is that the barrel racing event is timed, which makes it an equitable event.  Daisy 

confirms that the fact that the timer is the ultimate judge drew her to the barrel racing event.50  

Rose and Jasmine presented the same logic when discussing why they barrel race, rather than 
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compete in other rodeo events.51  Despite the empowerment that cowgirls find in barrel racing, a 

key distinction lies between freedom and liberty of choice.  Barrel racing is a choice that 

cowgirls can make, but they have little other options.  According to feminist geography, “being 

defined as a woman is likely to entail feeling confined in and constrained by space.   Being a 

woman means living largely according to a geographical imagination that is masculinist in 

nature, that privileges and makes room for male subjects to express and impose themselves in 

and on their environs.”52  Perhaps if the space of rodeo were less “masculinist,” or androcentric, 

the possibility for equal representation and equal opportunities would be more present.  

Concluding Thoughts  

 The rodeo space is androcentric, limiting cowgirls’ opportunities for equality.  It may be 

argued that in the male dominated sport of rodeo, rodeo inevitably favors men.  However, as 

LeCompte illustrates in Cowgirls of the Rodeo: Pioneer Professional Athletes, women once 

played a larger part in rodeo, and this fact must be taken into account.  LeCompte does not 

analyze whether or not rodeo was more equal for women in the past, but her documentation of 

their once robust competition suggests that they were able to inhabit more space than modern-

day rodeo cowgirls.  Regardless of the inevitably of the space as androcentric, this conception 

still serves to limit cowgirl participation.  A woman in a space defined as masculine is inherently 

out of place, and this becomes more exaggerated when her gender is so heavily emphasized.  

Whether at the level of gender segregated rodeo associations, in the androcentric space of the 

Round Up Rodeo, the cowgirl’s gender is relevant to her competition at the rodeo.  When, for 
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example, women are portrayed as essentially different by rodeo clown and announcer, the 

possibility of more women competing outside of the barrel racing event seems low.  In this way, 

gender becomes a determining factor for equality; the fact that cowgirls are women means that 

their opportunities are limited.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

“Blinged Out:” The “Cowgirl Look” and Appearance Norms  
 

Wearing a studded belt, a brightly colored shirt, and a cowboy hat likely decorated with 

rhinestones, the cowgirl expertly maneuvers around barrels, lassoes a calf, or dominates a bull.  

In a trail of dust, the glitter of rhinestones remained, the raw power of her performance 

accessorized.  She is tough, but appealing.  As Daisy told me, who with her slight twang, golden 

hair, and disarming smile could be a beauty queen as much as a cowgirl, “a little dust never hurt 

nobody.”53  The cowgirl is not afraid to get dirty, yet dresses with glamour.  
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This chapter focuses on the appearance and performance of the cowgirls that I 

interviewed who compete at Round Up Rodeo.  By focusing on the cowgirl’s appearance, taking 

appearance as “a key element of gender--it signals to others what gender roles and behaviors 

they can expect an individual to display,” I will argue that cowgirls’ appearance is conditional to 

their identity as a cowgirl.54  I term this appearance the “cowgirl look”  and outline the history of 

the look, how norms govern cowgirls’ appearance, how performance is integral to being a 

cowgirl as well as how dress defines this performance, and how the historical importance of the 

Western tradition of the frontier helps create the cowgirl look.55  I conclude with a discussion of 

the “beauty myth,” emphasizing how appearance links the cowgirl’s position as a woman to her 

identity at the rodeo.  This chapter supports my main claim by demonstrating how the rodeo 

equates cowgirls with their appearance, and asserts that relating the cowgirl identity to their 

appearance limits their opportunities for equality by adding a reductive condition onto their 

participation in rodeo.  

The History of the “Cowgirl Look” 

Appearance norms for cowgirls today must be taken in the context of cowgirl history, 

including the history of sponsor girl contests and the inception of barrel racing.  Before the rise 

of the sponsor girl, cowgirls competed alongside men in most rodeo events, including rough 

stock events, but shifted with this new adaptation of the cowgirl.  First appearing in 1931, a 

sponsor girl represented an area where she was from, led parades, participated in special events 
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at the rodeo, and took part in local social events.56  As LeCompte notes, “these contests were not 

primarily athletic.”57  Sponsor contests undermined the equal access men and women had in 

competing in the same events, turning cowgirls into “decorations” rather than athletes.58  With 

the founding of the Girls Rodeo Association (GRA) in 1947, the organization sought to reduce 

competitions based on beauty, but simultaneously mandated a dress code that emphasized 

femininity by stipulating that women participating in GRA sanctioned contests had to: 

ride in the opening parades and always be dressed in colorful cowgirl attire in the arena.  
Colorful cowgirl costumes had been a trademark since the nineteenth century.  The GRA 

members asked not to be judged on their appearance or attire, but nonetheless agreed to 
dress attractively and continue the proud tradition.  They also felt being attractively and 
appropriately dressed, even when not actively competing, was important to their overall 

goal of popularizing women’s rodeo.59   
 

In response to reductive sponsor contests, the GRA attempted to deemphasize beauty but in 

doing so, emphasized cowgirls’ appearance.  The GRA is now the WPRA, of which most 

modern rodeo cowgirls are members.  As discussed in Chapter One, the WPRA continues to 

regulate cowgirl attire.  Though there are now no explicit rules regarding femininity, there is a 

history of regulating the cowgirl appearance.  

Another historical precedent set for the cowgirl appearance is tied to the birth of barrel 

racing.  In addition to the inception of the sponsor girl, in her master’ thesis Audra Leah Oliver 

ties cowgirl dress with barrel racing:  

The barrel race developed as a woman's event in the 1930s, an era in which the American 
public looked for glamour in entertainment as diversion from the reality of the Great 

Depression.  The glamour girls gained exposure against the back drop of World War II 
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and a nation still pursuing diversion.  When rodeo emphasized patriotism and American 
tradition, the image of the sponsor girl gave the nation, with its women at work in defense 

industry and other vital jobs, a counterpoint: she was largely ornamental and her primary 
activity in the rodeo arena was racing.  Although barrel racing was certainly a product of 

the 1930s and 1940s, the seeds for the sponsor girl came from traditional rodeo.  The 
emphasis on dress came from the professional cowgirl, renowned for flashy, image 
evoking costumes. . . . Barrel racing institutionalized the costuming practices initiated 

decades earlier.60 
 

Barrel racing contributed to feminizing the cowgirl, and today barrel racers continue to wear 

“flashy, image evoking costumes,” or as Daisy explained it to me, a “flashy but classy” outfit.61  

The “Cowgirl Look” 

Rose and Chrysantha arrived for each of their interviews dressed casually, but ready for a 

picture if necessary.  When I met Chrysantha at the rodeo, the only female bull rider at Round 

Up, she was wearing make-up accentuated with glitter, and looked decidedly feminine.  As a bull 

rider, Chrysantha cannot wear the traditional cowgirl dress— her protective vest and helmet 

restrict her look, and after her ride her shirt has either suffered the puncture of a bull’s horn or a 

rip following a precarious fall— so when she is not competing she likes to appear presentable.62  

Jasmine looked the most relaxed, with a baseball hat covering her pulled back hair.  Our 

interview took place over FaceTime after she had been out on her ranch, tending to the animals.  

Daisy had also spent the entire day out with her animals when I spoke with her on a Saturday 

evening, but she dressed with hints of feminine glamour, with jewelry peaking out from a 

colorful shirt.  This variety in appearance diminished when the cowgirls competed.  At one 

rodeo, Daisy wears a zebra print shirt with a hot pink collar and cuffs; her horse wears a breast 
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plate decorated with silver flourishes and her jeans have rhinestones on the back pockets.63  Rose 

always wears a necklace and earrings paired with an eye-catching shirt.64  Her hair is worn down, 

and her horse matches her flair with a breastplate lined with fringe.65  Besides Chrysantha who is 

restricted by her event, only Jasmine presents with less sparkle than the other cowgirls.  

Jasmine’s appearance is important to note.  Given that she is the only cowgirl I interviewed who 

works on a ranch, she may present as more functional than flashy.  This points to the variety of 

roles that a cowgirl can inhabit as well as to what Entwistle explains as the relationship between 

the performance of identity and one’s location in the social world as a member of “particular 

groups, classes, or cultural communities.”66  “The clothes we choose to wear,” Entwistle posits, 

“represent a compromise between the demands of the social world, the milieu in which we 

belong, and our own individual desires.”67  Though I argue that appearance is conditional to the 

cowgirl identity, there is some individual difference. 

Accordingly, the way that cowgirls are dressed when they compete is an important 

identity marker.  When asked about her identity as a cowgirl, Daisy equated this with the 

“cowgirl look,” which she described as: “your boots, your spurs, your blue jeans, your belt 
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buckle, you’re blinged out, your tucked in shirt, your hair is down and nice and your hat’s on.”68  

Though the basics, such as boots and blue jeans are consistent with the uniform regulated by the 

WPRA, her description of bling and hair signify femininity.69  In response to my question, “How 

do you feel being a cowgirl?  For example, do you feel glamourous?  Do you feel confident?,” 

Daisy described confidence as it relates to appearance:  

I’d definitely say the confidence.  I do think, not at every competition but some, like [the 
First Frontier] Circuit Finals, they have the best dressed but you do wanna be pretty, you 

wanna do your hair and wear your Western necklace and earrings when you’re walking 
around with your big belt buckle and you’re blinged out.  You know you do wanna look 

flashy.  Flashy but classy.  Or traditional. . . . It’s just how it is and how it’s gonna be.70 
 

Confidence in her role is, at least in part, arrived at via appearance.  The self-assurance Daisy 

expressed cannot be completely associated with the cowgirl look— Daisy discussed a feeling of 

empowerment obtained through her hard work and training— but appearance helps to define her 

as a cowgirl.  Brownmiller discusses how females themselves participate in self-surveillance, 

where “appearance, not accomplishment, is the feminine demonstration of desirability and 

worth.”71  Dressed up, appearance is confidence.  

Round Up Rodeo itself equates cowgirls with appearance.  Over the course of one rodeo, the 

announcer, a representative of the rodeo, linked cowgirls with appearance.  When introducing the 

barrel racing event, the announcer defined the competitors in terms of their appearance.  He 

asked: “How many people are ready for beautiful cowgirls on fast horses?” and told the crowd to 
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“make noise for all the beautiful ladies.”72  Throughout the course of the event, the announcer 

used the word “beautiful” as a descriptor for the cowgirls three times.73  The cowgirl is defined 

as such, and feels like a cowgirl, because she dresses the part: her appearance helps create the 

cowgirl identity.  Entwistle asserts that “bodies are socially constituted, always situated in 

culture,” with dress the “outcome of practices which are socially constituted but put into effect 

by the individual.”74  Cowgirls, being socially situated, receive cues from the rodeo and respond 

via an overtly feminine appearance. 

Beyond Round Up, the notion of the cowgirl look is present in the norms of rodeo culture 

more generally, with norms defined as “a principle of conduct that is encouraged to be followed 

by members of any given group.”75  For example, wearing a cowboy hat to compete is a 

tradition— it is regulated by the WPRA, but while helmets are also allowed to be worn for 

safety, few cowgirls opt for helmets— therefore, adhering to the cowgirl look is a norm for the 

rodeo.  In her interview, Daisy discussed wearing a helmet rather than a cowboy hat frequently 

throughout our conversation.  Her comments indicate that norms dictate appearance for the 

cowgirls, suggesting a link between appearance and cowgirl identity.  Daisy gave context for 

why she wears a helmet when she competes:  

Not saying that I get made fun of, but I wear a helmet by choice.  Not because I have to.  I’m 
one of the only ones who do, especially at the rodeo. . . . It’s basically just me that wears a 

helmet and I do it because I’ve watched a lot of people who have gotten hurt over the years 
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over something silly like their horse goes the wrong way and their head slams into the gate. 
Why wouldn’t I try to protect myself when I know this is a dangerous sport? 

 
I think it’s [because of] the look.  You wanna have the cowboy, cowgirl tough look.  A lot of 

the bull riders don’t wear helmets because it’s about the look.  Maybe it looks weak, in 
regards to bull riders.  I feel it’s a look.  Not that I get made fun of but one of the rodeo 
contractors will say, ‘Oh look, it’s helmet head.’  He’s not being condescending, but it 

doesn’t matter because I’m not getting judged on it.  They’re not judging how I look or what 
color my horse is. It’s you and the clock.76 

 
Despite the possibility of social repercussions, such as being referred to as “helmet head,” Daisy 

chooses safety over appearance in this situation.  She justifies her decision by saying the only 

judge in barrel racing is time.77  However, she strives to remain within the boundary of norms by 

making her helmet “cute:” “I don’t really care what I look like but I have a cute [helmet], I think.   

I just don’t really care what other people think— if it saves my life, it saves my life.  I feel like it 

goes to the look.”78  When asked what makes it cute, she responded:  

I have designs on it.  It’s not super cute but it’s not plain black.  It’s tan with brown 
swirls, it’s still kind of plain but it’s not basic black.  I like it.  And in [the First Frontier] 

Circuit Finals they give prizes for best dressed, something I’m gonna get to do.  We have 
a theme each night, like Thursday night is red, white, and blue.  It’s military night. . . . 
For red, white, and blue night I got a helmet cover that has stars.  That’s something I can 

do to help win best dressed.  No one else is gonna buy a new [cowboy] hat each night.  
They don't make [cowboy] hat covers.  I feel like that’s something cool to do.  I think I’ll 

have a better chance to win.79  
 
Daisy described a positive element of wearing a hat rather than a helmet, suggesting that she is 

not so much breaking appearance norms— for which there might be repercussions greater than 

social ones, such as fines from the WPRA— but is repurposing her situation within the bounds 

of appearance norms, which for women dictate that dress is important.80  The import of clothing 
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is symbolized in the cowgirl’s ability to win a prize for it, and especially by the fact that this 

prize is given at a pivotal rodeo competition, that of the First Frontier Circuit Finals.  While it 

may be tradition for cowgirls to wear cowboy hats— it is unusual not to wear one— by striving 

to compete in a best dressed category (of which there is no similar competition for cowboys) 

Daisy upholds the norm that cowgirls are correlated with their appearance.  

Playing the Part: Performing the Cowgirl Look  

Important to appearance at the rodeo is the inherent performative aspect of the sport— as 

Daisy told me, without the audience there would be no show.81  Appearance serves to define the 

cowgirl, and is a condition to the cowgirl’s performance, another aspect to the cowgirl identity.  

When describing her appearance at the rodeo, Rose explained to me:  

I always like to look good.  You look good, you feel good.  You ride, you play the part.  So, I 
do enjoy wearing nice shirts.  Even some with bling or sparkly, or colorful.  Because you’re 

on stage, you’re performing, you know.  I like to be the center or the limelight.82   
 

She later added: “Even if I’m just at a jackpot I will always have a shirt and hat, just as if I’m 

riding at the rodeo.  It’s my stamina and my look.  People are like, ‘You’re always so dressed!’ 

and I’m like, ‘You gotta play the part.’”83  For Rose, the performance aspect dictates her 

appearance: because she is performing she must not only look presentable, but appear feminine, 

that is, compete in shirts with bling, sparkle or color.84   

For the cowboy, this is not the case, and this disparity reveals gendered implications in 

the performance of rodeo.  Though they perform in the same arena, the cowboys’ dress is not 
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eye-catching.  Daisy asserted that part of rodeo is performance, and added that the expectation 

for performance itself differs for her male counterparts: 

I one hundred percent believe it’s a performance.  It is for the show. . . . [But] I wouldn’t 
say I go in there thinking of what I’ll do to entertain these people, or what I’m gonna do 
cool to entertain them.  Some of the guys, when they get done [their event], they’ll throw 

their hat or they’ll do something to entertain the crowd.  I don’t do that and the girls don’t 
do that.  I wouldn’t say I’m performing for [the audience’s] entertainment.  They’re 

watching me perform.85  
 

For Daisy, to perform as a woman is to be watched.  Art critic John Berger explains the condition 

of being watched for women as such: “men act and women appear. . . . Women watch 

themselves being looked at.  [This determines] the relation of women to themselves.”86  Daisy 

may not think about how she will entertain the audience when she is competing, but her 

appearance may do that for her.  While the audience’s power to interpret may not be overt, 

Daisy’s comment suggests that she is aware of being watched by the audience, who will judge 

her ride based on what Stoeltje refers to as “aesthetics.”87  According to Stoeltje, the audience 

will often “discuss the nuances of the ride in terms of what is a ‘good ride’ or a ‘pretty ride.’”88  

The implication of being watched is that the cowgirl’s agency is forfeited to the audience, who is 

given the power to interpret her performance in part based on aesthetic qualities.  Her 

performance is part of being a cowgirl, and the audience judges this aspect of her ride, yet the 

performance itself is constricted.  Due to WPRA regulations discussed in Chapter One, cowgirls 

do not have the same agency a cowboy does in the arena— she cannot throw her hat in the air in 

celebration or remain in the arena for longer than it takes her to compete.  “Doing gender” 
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theory, as presented by Ryle, offers an explanation of the cowgirl’s performance as gendered, 

and suggests the importance of the audience in relation to her gender.  In doing gender theory, 

the performance of gender is an interaction that must be viewed as accountable.  Accountability 

“means that we gear our actions with attention to our specific circumstances so that others will 

recognize our actions for what they are;” for the theory, “gender is all about rendering your 

actions accountable as gendered.”89  The cowgirl’s feminine appearance may be explained 

through accountability.  In engaging in a masculine pursuit, cowgirls must present as feminine, 

in other words, they must emphasize their own gender in order to preserve their gendered 

credibility with the audience.  The cowgirl’s constricted agency, in concert with her decidedly 

feminine presentation that is tied to her identity, indicate how gender limits the cowgirl.  

Undressing Nostalgia: The “Cowgirl Look” and the Frontier 

Another relevant aspect to the cowgirl appearance is the embedded history of the frontier 

(synonymous with the range or ranch) in rodeo, which ultimately serves to exclude cowgirls.  

Scholar Michael Johnson asserts that cultural activities such as Wild West shows and rodeos 

represent what has been lost— since the West has been conquered, the possibility to tame it is no 

longer an option.90  The cultural significance of this mythology in rodeo has implications for the 

cowgirl.  For Lawrence, “[cowgirls] are expert riders, but they generally wear pale-colored or 

gaudy outfits that make them look unfit for the range.”91  Barrel racing is the most available 

event for cowgirls, but it is an event that does not harken to a traditional range, or frontier, 

activity.  This disconnect between a fundamental aspect of rodeo and the cowgirl is seen in her 
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appearance.  Dress separates the cowgirl from the symbolic work of the rodeo, that of 

conquering the frontier.  Speaking to the importance of the idea of the range in rodeo, Slatta 

asserts that ties between rodeo and ranch life are “cultural and nostalgic.”92  Discussing the 

persistence of the Western genre, professor of English and History at Princeton John William 

Ward describes the “persistent nostalgia of our advanced industrial and technological society” 

for the dichotomy of the wild and the tame.93  The ties to the wild, to the frontier, that the rodeo 

represents are not just symbolic, but written into the genes of rodeo. The cowgirl cannot 

represent the frontier, and therefore cannot be fully embedded in the mythos of the West.  Rodeo 

as tied to the frontier, and the disparity between this theme and the cowgirls’ position at the 

rodeo as represented by her appearance, serves to exclude them based on their gender. 

Undressing rodeo’s nostalgia, understanding its most basic appeal, means for cowgirls, dressing 

up.  

The “Cowgirl Look” & The Beauty Myth  

It may be argued that cowgirls make their appearance glamourous due to women’s general 

societal inclination to assign importance to their look.  For Wolf, the import assigned to dress, 

which can be extended to rodeo, is representative of the societal importance placed on women’s 

appearance, reflecting the “beauty myth,” or “backlash against feminism that uses images of 

female beauty as a political weapon against women’s advancement.”94  Beauty here can mean a 

preoccupation with appearance, or an importance assigned to appearance.  If a cowgirl’s status 

reflects her level of equality in society as a whole, dress becomes of increasing import in a male 
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dominated sport.  Unequal in both rodeo and society, women are defined, and subsequently 

confined, by their appearance.  A man’s appearance is less important than a woman’s because 

there are more meaningful identity markers and metrics for success that are available to them.  

Associating cowgirls’ identity with dress serves to emphasize their gender, and is thusly a 

reflection of women’s status in broader society.  Moreover, upholding appearance norms keep 

the male culture of the rodeo as it is.  Just as in society where “women are mere ‘beauties’ in 

culture so that culture can be kept male” the expectation for the cowgirl to be glitzy at the rodeo 

reduces her potential.95  This assessment is not to disparage dressing in a certain way, as Wolf 

states “adornment is an enormous— and often pleasing— part of female culture” but the way in 

which appearance is tied to the cowgirl identity is ultimately reductive.   

Concluding Thoughts  

This chapter argues that one reason why emphasizing cowgirls’ gender limits equality is 

that appearance is a defining characteristic of the cowgirl identity, making their identity 

conditional on their dress.  The value assigned to appearance by the cowgirls themselves, their 

situated presence within their history and within rodeo norms, the notion of dress as elemental to 

their performance, as well as the association of rodeo events with the frontier all lend importance 

to appearance for the modern-day rodeo cowgirl.  Though not explicitly judged on their 

appearance by the rodeo, the cowgirl nonetheless appears flashier than her cowboy counterpart.  

According to doing gender theory, for the cowgirl, presenting as feminine while participating in 

a masculine pastime is an essential aspect of asserting their womanhood.  Associating cowgirl 

identity with dress emphasizes their gender in a male-dominated sport.  The cowgirl plays the 
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part— she performs her gender— but in doing so, she is associated with her appearance.  The 

sparkle of her appearance is akin to the shine of her trophies.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
CHAPTER THREE 

Untamed: The Cowgirl, Tied to Nature 

 
When a cowgirl talks about her horse, her disposition becomes one of pride and affection.  

Even the most reticent and reserved described her horse at great length and detail.  Rose’s eyes 

lit up as she told me how when she whistles at her “baby” in the fields, her horse will come 

running to her.96  Daisy spoke about the sense of connection the pair feels together and described 

the mixture of pride and pleasure she gets from taking care of her horse. 97  Jasmine credits the 

horse for her winnings.98  It is like talking to a person in a content and successful marriage about 

their relationship, or to a proud parent about their children.  At the rodeo, the announcer 

characterized the horse like the cowgirl, describing the horses as “fine” and the cowgirls as 

“beautiful.”99  

Though the relationship is an invigorating story of animal and human connection, 

analyzing it as a phenomenon reveals gender dynamics.  The horse serves varying functions for 
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the cowgirl, but the overarching themes of equality and connection that emerge in the cowgirl’s 

relationship with her horse define the role of the horse as that of a teammate and soulmate.  

These roles serve to categorize cowgirls as one with their horses.  This association ties the 

cowgirl identity to nature, reducing her seriousness as a competitor and, subsequently, her 

equality at the rodeo.  In order to establish this connection, I will first discuss the absence of the 

wild/tame dichotomy in barrel racing and the resulting gendered hierarchy of danger at the rodeo 

as well as how the rodeo clown defines women, which all serve to link the cowgirl with nature.  I 

will then demonstrate how the cowgirl particularly relates to her horse, and is subsequently 

associated with nature.  The essential aspects of the cowgirl identity— barrel racing, the arena in 

which she competes, her relationship with her horse— will be examined in order to understand 

how, within these identity markers, the cowgirls’ gender is emphasized by associating them with 

nature. 

The Barrel Racing Event 

Barrel racing sells itself as a speed sport, attracting cowgirls with the rush of adrenaline.   

The cowgirl must whip around three barrels quickly and carefully, so as to beat the clock while 

leaving every barrel upright.  Spectators trace the cloverleaf pattern that she follows— eyes 

drawn to the bling of her outfit and the commanding finesse with which she rides— but it proves 

difficult to keep up with her quickness.  Even her hair trails after her in an effort to keep up.  

When conceived as a speed sport, barrel racing does not involve the domination of an 

animal.  This is an important distinction for rodeo which, as Lawrence notes, “supports the value 

of subjugating nature, and reenacts the ‘taming’ process whereby the wild is brought under 

control.”100  Lawrence uses a wild/tame dichotomy to assert that in rodeo culture, femininity is 
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closely associated with nature— to be feminine is to be wild, unstable, and untamed.101  Given 

this belief, it follows that women are limited to events that do not involve the taming of animals, 

like barrel racing.  Over the course of my four rodeo observations, I witnessed only two women 

compete in events other than barrel racing.  In one single rodeo event, this meant that out of 

fourteen women athletes, two competed in a different event.102  

One reason for this disparity is the recent integration of women in the 1990s into the 

PRCA; no longer limited to WPRA membership (which sanctions professional barrel racing 

events), women have only just begun to compete in other events by obtaining PRCA 

membership.103  The cowgirls I interviewed cited additional reasons as to why they 

predominately participate in barrel racing, including the designated gender of the event.  When 

asked why she does barrel racing as her rodeo event, Rose answered “I guess just the rewards.  

And it’s a women’s professional event . . . the WPRA is Women’s Professional Rodeo.”104  

Another reason is the perceived danger involved in the event: women choose to 

participate because barrel racing is believed to be a less dangerous option.  The task of riding a 

large animal at top speed makes the event dangerous, but the fact that barrel racing does not 

involve the taming of an animal makes it seem comparably safe, and taken less seriously by the 

rodeo community.  Jasmine told me that “[Some women] look at it as why am I gonna ride a bull 

and get hurt versus a horse where I can get hurt, but most likely not get hurt.”105  The fact that 
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barrel racing is inherently dangerous is not emphasized in rodeo culture.  When discussing 

equality at the rodeo, Daisy recognizes a disparity between the perception of cowboys and 

cowgirls: she described cowboys as being “rough” and “tough,” especially in relation to the 

events in which they participate.  Though she also defines the “cowgirl look” as tough, cowboys 

are seen as tougher: 

[I’m] not saying that what we’re doing is rough and tough, because compared to the 
guys— they could die.  But [the announcer is] like, “Who’s ready to watch some nasty, 

crazy bulls?”  Then it’s like, ‘Who’s ready for some pretty girls on fast horses?’  It is 
explained differently and it is true we’re not out there to get hurt or potentially get hurt.  I 

get what they're doing but I would say that we’re viewed differently.  Or maybe not as 
tough.  We’re just kind of there as a showpiece but nothing is gonna happen.  Nothing 
that is crazy or wild is gonna happen.106 

 
This disparity indicates a gendered hierarchy of danger, determined by the nature of the event in 

which the cowboy or cowgirl competes.  Though Daisy agrees with the hierarchy as she presents 

it, throughout the interview she emphasized the danger she faces as a barrel racer.  For example, 

after seeing one cowgirl narrowly avoid a fatal injury she began wearing a helmet, breaking the 

norm of competing in a cowboy hat.  A gendered hierarchy of danger where barrel racing is 

regarded as a relatively safe event, in part due to the fact that it does not involve the conquering 

of an animal, furthers Lawrence’s wild/tame dichotomy as one that contributes to a gendered 

division in rodeo.  Within this narrow dichotomy, if cowgirls are not conquering animals, they 

are conquerable— that is, a part of nature.  

One aspect to the inherent nature of barrel racing which offers a counter argument to the 

idea that gender differentiates the cowgirls’ experience is that cowgirls spend more time with the 

horses with which they compete.  Using the example of cowboys who ride in different events, 

Daisy observed:  
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With the guys who do the riding events with their own horses . . . they’re more concerned 
with the horse that they’re riding.  With rough stock they’re just some horse.  I know for 

me when I get done I pet my horse as I’m walking out of the arena.  I wanna walk him 
back to the trailer to get him a drink.  So I feel like I’m more concerned with my animal.   

A lot of the guys who also ride their own animal, their priorities are elsewhere.  Their job 
isn’t done.  The other guys are done so they can celebrate.  For me my mind is elsewhere.   
Instead of pumping my fist at the crowd saying, ‘Yeah I did it,’ my priorities I feel are 

elsewhere.107  
 

The nature of the event determines the relationship with the horse, and since most cowgirls ride 

in the barrel racing event, they may feel more connected to their horses.  However, this does not 

account for the particular gendered dynamic that manifests between the cowgirl and her horse. 

Though cowboys are not the focus of this paper— the particular type of relationship that a 

cowboy exhibits with his horse may be an area of further inquiry— but this not an impediment to 

an analysis of the cowgirl, horse dynamic.   

The Rodeo Equates Women With Nature  

As discussed in Chapter One, the arena is the focal point of all the action at the rodeo; it 

is where gender is most thoroughly enacted, and subsequently defined for both the audience and 

for rodeo contestants.  Here I will use the rodeo clown’s verbal cues to understand how the 

androcentric space of the arena specifically ties women to nature.108  

The rodeo clown’s main purpose is to entertain, and much of this is accomplished 

through gendered jokes.  At the beginning of one rodeo, the clown tells the announcer that he is 

doing terribly because he is going through a divorce.  When asked why, he says his wife wanted 

a sports car, but since his wallet is like an onion— when you peel it open he cries— he told her 
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he could get her something else that goes from 0-200 in seconds: a bathroom scale.  He ends 

with the punch line: “Marriage is the leading cause of divorce.”109  In response to a short saddle 

bronc riding event, the clown states: “That didn’t last any longer than the last Kardashian 

marriage.”110  As discussed in Chapter One, comedy in the arena portrays women as stereotypes.  

Women are painted as foolish and capricious, whether in their decision to wear yoga pants or to 

get a divorce.  Lawrence points out that in rodeo:  

[brainless] women [are] made closer to elemental nature by being characterized as a 
child, a frequently repeated theme. . . . It leads quite logically to the notion that women, 

since they are juvenile, should and indeed must, be dominated by men, along with the rest 
of nature.111   

 

In these jokes, the clown defines the arena as a masculine space, and women as infantile— that 

is, closer to nature than the men of the arena who dominate the space.  

Mates: The Cowgirl and Her Horse as Teammates & Soulmates  

 
Horse as Teammate 

In describing her favorite horse, Fly, Rose communicated to me how well she knows him. 

She, for example, knows when Fly is excited.  The horse will hop, and sometimes snicker; as he 

waits for a barrel racing event to start, he becomes a literal ton of vibrating anticipation.  By the 

time Rose has entered the arena, she and Fly have trained together for hours, and they’ve become 

a team.  Most of their work is already done, and the task at hand is to channel their current of 

nerves and excitement into slinging barrels, hoping for an unbeatable run.  Fly is the type of 

horse that Rose prefers— one that stands up rather than drops down to turn around a barrel, 
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taking the challenge face on.  His confidence inspires her, and in turn, he’s grateful for the thrill, 

one the pasture could not provide.  

In rodeo, the ability and chance to tame the wild is linked to the perceived danger, and 

prestige, of the event.  Since the conception of the cowgirl does not include domination, one 

dimension to the cowgirl, horse relationship is that of equals.  When describing her horse, Rose 

explained: “We have a relationship.  You know and you do, you kind of have to have that team.   

You’re one.”112  Additionally, the cowgirl credits the horse with her success.  Daisy described 

one of her horses as her “claim to fame” and another as her “superstar.”113  Jasmine said that the 

feeling of empowerment that competing gives her is drawn directly from her horse: “When I’m 

crossing that finish- line . . . and when we come to a complete stop and [my horse] just blows his 

chest up and is like, ‘Look at me’. . . when I feel my animal feel proud of himself for doing what 

they do, it makes me the happiest person.”114  The horse is also dressed as a teammate would, 

matching the glitz and glitter as the cowgirl.  Rose and Daisy both dress their horses in a 

breastplate decorated with rhinestones or fringe, which further links the cowgirl and horse.115   

Despite being teammates, control must still be exhibited over the horse, which 

underscores a contradiction that reveals how the role of the horse as teammate helps to define the 

cowgirl as one with nature.  Even though Daisy described her horses as her teammates, she 

explained that she must cultivate a relationship with the animal in order to dominate and make 

them docile: “horses are, like, 1100 pounds [but] I can make them completely come around with 
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just my ring finger.  I train them so much and have so much control over this huge animal, which 

could kill me.”116  The cowgirl must dominate the horse, but it is not conceived of in this way.  

Instead, the cowgirl and horse are teammates.  By equating the cowgirl and her horse, the 

cowgirl is associated with an animal, or linked to nature.   

 

Horse as Soulmate  

When Daisy described her horses to me, her sentiments resembled the language of love.  

She detailed how she first fell in love with horses at eight years old, when during her first riding 

lesson, Daisy urged her trainer to release the reigns that she was holding.  Unbridled, she went 

fast.  She fell fast too, in love with the adrenaline and with the animal that gifted her the feeling.  

Her first horse came quickly after that initial rush when her father— possibly noting the new 

swagger in his daughter’s step— bought her one.  The purchase was so immediate that the horse 

was bought before the family owned a horse trailer, before a fence had been built around their 

house.  Adding to the wonder of Daisy’s new feeling was the horse’s pregnancy, unbeknownst 

until a foal inconspicuously arrived in the newly fenced-in yard.  Daisy suddenly had two horses 

to fall in love with: soon she would become a cowgirl.  

The cowgirl’s relationship with her horse is viewed as pivotal to her cowgirl identity; the 

relationship itself is feminized as a maternal or marital relationship, two historically limiting 

ideas about women.  The speed and adrenaline initially drew Daisy to rodeo, but when asked 

what makes her a cowgirl, Daisy answered: “I would say why I call myself a cowgirl is because I 

do own my horses— I ride them, I train them.”117  Rose said that her confidence as a cowgirl 
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stemmed from the relationship that she has cultivated with her horse.118  Time and effort spent 

with a horse defines a cowgirl, and their relationship is conceived of as a mother-child dynamic 

or a romantic partnership.  Daisy called her horses her “babies:” “I basically spend any money I 

get on them.  They’re like my children.”119  Rose shared an anecdote to express mutual 

dedication: “With Fly, he knows me.  He’ll snicker to me.  I know how he is every day.  He 

looks for me.  I’ll call him out in the field and he’ll come running to me.  He’s my love.”120  

As in any relationship, the needs of both parties are addressed.  Daisy explains deriving 

pleasure from properly meeting these needs: “My one horse he wants to go in so bad and he 

wants to run so bad that he’ll start groaning at me and hopping.  I love that that he loves what 

he’s doing. . . . I love giving mine something to do [that he] enjoys.”121  Daisy also described the 

relationship as reciprocal: “They’ll try to take care of me.  [I]f the ground isn’t good they’ll 

safety up.  They won’t fall or put themselves where it’s risky.  I feel like it’s equal. They 

reciprocate the love.”122  The relationship is so special that it is compared with other 

relationships in the cowgirl’s life.  Jasmine confided: “My husband makes fun of me sometimes 

‘cuz he says I love my horse more than I love my husband.  [She laughs.]  Which, no comment 

on that one.”123  This conception is confirmed at the rodeo: during one barrel racing event, the 

rodeo announcer stated that “horses mean more to cowgirls than their husbands.”124  
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The cowgirl’s understanding of this dynamic as relational may be understood using Carol 

Gilligan’s concept of the “ethic of care.”  According to the ethic of care, women “define their 

relationships through relationships of intimacy and care.”125  This orientation creates a voice of 

“care and responsibility, of concern and connection with other people, and it . . . stems from a 

self which is intrinsically related to other people.”126  The ethic of care is a useful overarching 

theory to understand how cowgirls may relate to their horses, given Gilligan’s observations of 

how women interact with the world. 127  Hours spent caring for the horse and fulfilling its needs 

are pivotal to the cowgirl identity.  The cowgirl does not arrive victorious in the arena due to her 

ability to dominate the horse— which in her conquest of it, would elevate her from nature— but 

victorious because of the cultivation of the relationship, thereby exhibiting an ethic of care 

particularly associated with women.  

The categorization of women with nature is a historical phenomenon that continues to 

play out in rodeo today, affecting how cowgirls are represented.  Feminist scholarship has traced 

this widespread association, including the foundational work of academic Sherry B. Ortner in her 

1974 article “Is Female to Male as Nature Is to Culture,” but no existing work connects the 

presence of this conception in rodeo to the cowgirl’s dynamic with her horse.  Brown’s 

scholarship of colonial women in Virginia offers insight into how the association of women with 
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nature was a foundational aspect of America’s early frontier nation.  She argues that women 

were actively tied to nature during the inception of the British colony when they were 

“represented as having an intimate and powerful connection to natural phenomena. . . . In most 

of these discussions, manhood, reason, Christianity, and civilization stood in opposition to 

women, sensuality, heathenism, and nature.”128  Women “appeared in sixteenth and early-

seventeenth century English texts and accounts of festivals as creatures in need of taming.  The 

transformation of wild forests and swamps into parks, farms and gardens also reflected this 

vision of nature, appropriately subdued.” 129  The idea of women as part of nature was a 

foundational aspect of America’s early founding.  This historical connection can be seen in 

rodeo— a sport that as Lawrence argues recalls the frontier by maintaining a close link to the 

conquest of the American West.130  The sport equates the cowgirl and horse, establishing the 

cowgirl’s natural wildness.  At Round Up, the cowgirl was depicted as an equal to her horse 

when both were described in terms of their appearance, such as the announcer’s use of 

descriptors like “fine- looking” for both human and animal and when the disposition of cowgirls 

and horses were equated.131  One announcer said, “cowgirls are divas, and so is her horse.”132  

Lawrence notes this linkage: “Rodeo people . . . very often categorize women with horses.  Both, 

they say ‘need to know who’s boss;’ both are unpredictable, wild until a man tames them.”133  
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Rodeo, with its ties to the frontier, intends to tame the wild, and the association of the cowgirl 

and her horse as equals is one extension of this, whereby the cowgirl, in conjunction with her 

horse, represents the untamed. 

Rodeo’s Reductive Romanticization  

The equation of the cowgirl with her horse is a quasi-spiritual communion that 

romanticizes the cowgirl, reducing the cowgirl solely to the relational.  It may be argued that in 

its role as a teammate or soulmate, the horse is anthropomorphized.  In the linkage of human and 

horse as equals, the cowgirl’s status is not lowered, rather, the horse’s status is elevated.  

However, the meaning of the relationship between the cowgirl and her horse is different from 

that of the cowboy’s.  Though much mythology has been made out of the imagery of the cowboy 

and his horse, the cowboy’s relationship with his horse does not evoke the relational aspects of 

his existence, rather this mythology reasserts his humanity by emphasizing his individuality.134   

While my paper focuses on the sociological and anthropological position of the cowgirl, an 

analysis of the cowboy identity as embedded in the rodeo does not exist; however, a useful 

comparison can be drawn by considering the cowboy as icon in American history and culture.  

According to Lonn Taylor, historian and former curator at the Smithsonian’s National Museum 

of American History, and curator Ingrid Maar, with the works of Frederic Remington in the mid-

1890s, a genre of western art was birthed that still flourishes today; this style presents cowboys 

“as a romantic, individualistic man of action.”135  Though the cowboy image may be enshrouded 

in romanticism, his mythology is not symmetrical to the cowgirl’s.  The cowgirl, horse 

relationship casts cowgirls as different due to her gender: horses are not essential to the cowgirl 
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for her individuality, but for their relational possibilities.  For the cowgirl, the connection equates 

her with nature, excluding her from rodeo’s foundational feat, that of taming the wild.   

 

Concluding Thoughts  

In rodeo, cowgirls are tied to nature.  The barrel racing event intrinsically supports the 

important, underlying wild/tame dichotomy in rodeo, which (however inadvertently) presents 

barrel racing contestants as tied to nature.  Similarly, the rodeo clown’s jokes paint women as 

juvenile, closer to elemental nature than their cowboy counterparts.  In her relationship with her 

horse, the cowgirl is lowered to its status, further linking women with nature.  Core aspects of the 

cowgirl identity— the event in which she participates, the arena in which she must inhabit, and 

her relation to the animal pivotal to her success— emphasize her gender by associating her with 

nature. In this way, the cowgirl identity is lowered to that of the elements, rather than one in the 

human realm.  Regarding women in this way is reductive, and as a consequence, diminishes.  

When one is lowered in such a way, it is harder to be treated equally.  This analysis of the 

cowgirl identity is not meant to dismiss the cowgirl experience, but works to understand its 

unique dimensions.  It is an attempt to understand why these ideas exist, as ideas lend shape to 

lived experiences.  
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CONCLUSION 

Rodeo, rooted in the mythos of the West, maintains an important cultural and historical 

presence.  While cowboys play the main character, cowgirls inhabit a visual presence without 

articulation, a role that simultaneously includes yet constrains them.  By centering the 

participation of women in this unique American sport and past time, this paper tells a story from 

the perspective of women, contributing to an understanding of women’s role in a fundamental 

American activity.  

The word cowgirl connotes womanhood.  It is a basic reminder of gender, encapsulating 

the athlete’s identity as a woman.  This linguistic emphasis on gender is indicative of rodeo 

overall.  In a sport that values the masculine, the cowgirl identity is exclusionary.  I argue that 

the cowgirl is limited by her gender at the rodeo due to the formation of the rodeo space as 

androcentric, the equation between the cowgirl and her appearance, and the association between 

the cowgirl and nature.  The androcentric space of rodeo makes it more difficult for cowgirls to 

gain access to more opportunities, such as compete in larger numbers in events other than barrel 

racing.  The association of the cowgirl identity with appearance also serves to limit their 

opportunities in the emphasis that appearance places on their gender.  The rodeo is further 

defined as masculine through a foundational tenet of the sport— that of the athlete taming the 

wild.  However, most women compete in barrel racing, which does not involve the domination of 

an animal.  When lowered to elemental nature, equality is harder to attain.  All of these 
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conditions are asymmetrical— they are unique experiences of the cowgirl and not the cowboy, 

marking the cowgirl’s identity as unequal.    

 

 

Cowgirls On Gender (In)equality 

 Though I argue that gender inequality is present at the rodeo, it is important to discuss 

how the cowgirls themselves understand opportunities and access for women at the rodeo.  The 

cowgirls I interviewed offered contradictory information on the amount of equality that they 

inhabit, indicating a point rich for further investigation.  Daisy, for example, discussed unequal 

aspects of the rodeo:   

I definitely think the cowboys at the PRCA rodeos— if you think about it out of the eight 
events, seven of them are for cowboys.  I mean typically, like I said, there is a female bull 

rider and one, maybe two team ropers.  So, I definitely think cowboys are viewed as 
rough and tough, like: ‘They are doing something, look at them.’  We’re running around 

some cans while they are riding these wild animals who could kill them.  The audience is 
like, ‘You’re riding around a barrel.’  Yes, it’s dangerous, yes [cowgirls] know that and 
we can get injured just as badly maybe as [cowboys], or get trampled.  From [the rodeo’s] 

opinion, I would definitely say barrel racing is there for equality— they had to give the 
girls something to do.  Seven out of eight events are for men and, like I said, they’re 

riding the dangerous animals, or are portrayed that way whether they are or not.  I 
definitely think from the audience’s point of view that the men are real cowboys and 
we’re just kind of, like, there, and even when they announce us to come into the arena it’s 

like, ‘Who’s ready for some pretty girls and fast horses?’136  
 

In the level of opportunity for the cowgirl as well as in their treatment, Daisy concretely saw 

gender inequality.  However, her counterparts perceived the rodeo to be a mixture of both 

equality and inequality, or as wholly equal.  Jasmine said that rodeo is both “fair and unfair,” and 

added that “[women] don’t get some of the privileges, I feel.”137  As an example, she explained 
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how the world’s top barrel racer would have been the fourth woman to ever wear back number 

one, “but the PRCA took it away because they took away two of the rodeos and said they didn’t 

count. . . . So, in that aspect there are some unfair things about it between the men and the 

women.  But most of the time we’re all one I feel.”138  Jasmine saw inequality in a structural 

sense, at the macro level of rodeo’s sanctioning body.  Conversely, as a female bull rider, 

Chrysantha sees equality structurally— she mentioned that she is able to compete in bull riding 

while men are not allowed to compete in barrel racing.139  Though she is permitted to compete in 

an event that is traditionally male-dominated, she feels inequality at the rodeo itself, within 

interactions.  Chrysantha insisted that there is equality for the most part, but she added that as 

one of the only female bull riders, there is a sexual aspect that cowboys are not exposed to:  

There’s always kind of an element of, you know, they see you ride bulls and they’ll be 
like, ‘Oh, how ’bout you ride me, cowgirl?’. . . Sometimes it’s more sexualized, or they 

try to make it a little degrading, but you just stick to what you love.  You know, I stopped 
dating for like two years because I don’t wanna be that girl that’s just hooking up with a 

cowboy.  It’s not about that.140   
 

Though she is permitted to ride in the bull riding event, her gender determines her treatment at 

the rodeo, as well as some of her behaviors, such as dating as a female bull rider.  When asked 

why more women don’t get compete in other events besides barrel racing, Jasmine echoed 

Chrysantha’s experience: “[T]hey almost feel embarrassed, some of them do.  I think you’ll have 

some guys out there that will joke with them and they just don’t wanna deal with it. . . . I’ve met 
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some women that just don’t wanna get the slack from what some men do out there.”141  

Chrysantha exhibited strength in her perseverance, but opportunities and access should not only 

be available to those who can endure sexual harassment.  

Rose was the only cowgirl to answer that the rodeo is decisively equal: “I think [it’s 

equal].  The guys are always there to help us as well. . . . They give us the same equal-ness.  

They have to perform and we have to perform.  So, I don’t think there’s one thing over any 

other.”142  Rose’s conception of equality rests on how the men behave towards the women 

athletes.143  In this equation, equality rests on male benevolence, which exposes how male-

centered the sport is.  The defining aspect of equality for Rose is that both women and men 

participate in the same basic activity: “We’re all still caring for animals and caring for the horses 

and taking care of them.”144  However, equality of activity does not translate to the same 

opportunities and level of access.  

Cowgirls on Feminism 

With equality fraught at the rodeo, it follows that feminism could offer recourse to further 

women’s opportunities and access.  However, the conflicting statements concerning gender 

inequality made by the cowgirls follows their conception of feminism (which I defined in 

interviews as the idea that women should be equal) at the rodeo.  They drew empowerment from 

their rodeo participation but indicated that feminism did not influence their participation.  Daisy 

offered antithetical conceptions of her own feminism:   
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Yes, I believe in [equality] especially in things like pay— don’t view me lesser than you 
because I’m a woman.  But then in other ways, you know this is a dumb example, but I’m 

like you should hold the door open for me because I’m a woman.  If we go on a date you 
should pay for me because I’m a woman and you’re the man.  In some ways, maybe I’m 

contradicting myself, but I wouldn’t say “Oh I’m a feminist,” or that we need to be 
completely equal.  If I’m doing the job just as well as you then, yes, we should be paid 
equal.  It shouldn't matter.  But the thing is I grew up with, like, my parents and my dad 

holds the door and he pays.  With just some basic things, it has been the man’s job to do, 
like asking someone to marry them or go on a date I completely believe the man should 

do.  I’m not saying if a woman does that it’s wrong.  I don't care.  But, just for me that's 
what I want because it feels like it’s the man’s job.145 
 

Daisy used the language of equality to assert her basic rights, but saw essential differences 

between women and men.  Rose also took an essentialist position, which is defined as the belief 

that “there is an identifiable essence that makes people male or female, man or woman.”146 When 

asked whether or not feminism influences women’s competition in rodeo, she answered, “I don’t 

think so. I mean there’s certain things a woman can do and there’s certain things that a guy can 

do.”147  

Jasmine did not see feminism at work in women’s participation in the rodeo.  While 

engaging the notion that she should be treated equally, she sees equality as something a person 

must assert for themselves:  

I just am out there doing my deal and ain’t nobody gonna tell me what I can and can’t do 
when I sit there payin’ the fees and the dues that I do. . . . I’m just a very strong 

individual.  Like if a guy tells me I can’t do I’m gonna turn around and say, ‘Watch me.’  
I’m gonna do it.148   
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Equality is something to be proven, and thereby claimed.  This is a sentiment that Chrysantha 

uses when she described her participation at the rodeo, at one point explaining her need to “ride 

and show ’em.”149  Chrysantha earned her place as a female bull rider, and must keep doing so:  

It’s like I had to prove myself— get on the tough stuff, get on stuff that would kill me. 

And I’m actually always the one that’s getting on more than all the guys.  We’ll go to the 
buck outs at Round Up and I’ll get on seven or eight bulls while the guys are getting on 

two or three.  And just doing that and keeping your head down and going to work, it just 
proves for itself what you’re about.150   

 

In order to compete in a male dominated event, she must try harder than the men to prove 

herself.  It may be the case that within rodeo culture, one’s status must be gained.  However, her 

status as a woman, and thus as an outsider complicates this reality.   

It is not my intention to assert that feminism is the solution that cowgirls need to embrace 

in order to see progress in their sport; after all, they largely do not perceive rodeo to be unequal.  

Additionally, I do not mean to suggest that their inability to connect with feminism in any 

concrete way, or to see inequality, is a negative reflection on them, or that there is one correct 

version of feminism that they should engage.  Neither is it the failure of feminism per se to reach 

certain populations of women, but this is exemplary of how feminism has not resonated with 

some groups.  

The Future of Women in Rodeo 

 Without notions of equality or feminism playing a firm role in their participation, the 

future of women in the rodeo may remain as it is, at least for this particular rodeo.  The cowgirls 

themselves are divided on this issue.  Two of them referenced the popularity of barrel racing to 

hypothesize that women’s participation will continue at the rodeo, though this vision presented 
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the situation as remaining more or less static.  Rose said that women will always be a part of 

rodeo “because everyone loves the barrel race . . . it’s fast.”151  Similarly, Jasmine believes that 

women will continue to participate at their current magnitude, that is, mostly as barrel racers.  

She asserted that “it’s safe to say that it’s gonna be around and we’ll be involved in it for years to 

come just like years before,” due to the level of popularity of barrel racing: “when [the 

announcer] say[s] it’s ladies time the crowd likes it.  Most of your contractors will just do bulls 

and barrels and they’ll draw a crowd because of the women and the bull riding.  I think a lot of 

people like seeing women in rodeo with all the men doing the other sports that they’re doing.”152  

This conception regards women more as accessories, rather than as a part of the main event. 

Both Daisy and Chrysantha envisaged more than just barrel racing for future cowgirls, 

though they arrived at different answers.  Daisy asserted that women will become more involved 

in different rodeo events: 

I definitely do see women getting more involved in different areas in the rodeo, like being 
allowed to enter more events.  Or if they already are allowed, seeing more participation.  
I heard on the radio that girls can be now be in the Boy Scouts if they want to.  It’s just a 

matter of time.  There is no girls do this and boys do this, I feel.  It wouldn't surprise me 
at all if men could barrel race if they wanted to.  It is all about being equal now that's just 

a big issue in society. Particularly women wanna be treated equally as men because men 
are viewed as superior. . . . You know, if they wanna do it I think they should be able to 
do it.  What does it matter?  If you are a woman and you purchase your card, and you 

wanna ride the bull, then ride the bull.  Then it’s just more money in the pot; it makes the 
show better.  Then maybe rodeo wouldn't just be viewed as a man’s thing.  I think if you 

want to pay to join and you want to enter the event, then go for it.153  
 

Daisy saw a future of progress, but Chrysantha predicted that rodeo will remain as it is, with only 

some women participating in different events:  
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It’s gonna be pretty much the same. . . . Hopefully we can get closer to that kind of 
equality but I don’t think it will ever be like an equal amount of girls versus guys.  I have 

been to a practice pen or two where more girls were getting on for practice than guys and 
you don’t usually see that, but they die out so quickly.  After a couple months, or a year, 

they get on one steer and have a picture to show and then they don’t come back.  And a 
lot of it has to do with if they get pregnant.  They are being responsible and taking care of 
their kid and they don’t wanna get hurt and jeopardize their child’s life.  But I don’t think 

the girls are gonna get up and storm the rough stock side of rodeo.  I have friends all over 
the country who do rough stock.  There just are not many of us.  And out West there are 

divisions for girls, like, strictly girl bull riding or steer riding for girls.  It’s different for 
each person: some girls think there should be divisions, but at the same time others say I 
think we should all just ride together.154  

 
In evoking motherhood and female anatomy, the theme of essentialism again arises: women’s 

nature is taken as a fact of life that fundamentally inhibits women’s full participation in rodeo.  

The question that Chrysantha raised about how to incorporate more women into a variety 

of rodeo events is compelling; though fascinating, the particular nuances of being a female rough 

stock rider, as well as their position at the rodeo, was a question that I could not engage in my 

own research given that Chrysantha was the only such rider available to speak with.  However, 

Chrysantha brought a different perspective to the question of cowgirls and gender equality than 

her barrel racing counterparts, indicating that studying female rough stock riders would expand 

the understanding of the position of women pro-rodeo athletes.  Her difficulty in answering the 

question of whether or not she sees herself as a cowgirl reveals the layered position she inhabits 

at the rodeo.  She compared herself more to a cowboy than a cowgirl, given the event in which 

she competes and the fact that her competitors are men.155  While others call her a cowgirl, she 

refers to herself as a bull rider or a “roughie,” a rodeo athlete who competes in rough stock 

events.156  As such, Chrysantha and female rough stock riders take part in the idiosyncratic rodeo 
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pursuit of taming the wild: given this, what is the identity and role of women who tame the wild 

in a sport where women are the wild?  Cowboys may symbolically represent the West, but in re-

integrating rodeo events, female rough stock riders are the sport’s contemporary pioneers.    

 

Gender Equality and Women in Sports 

The inequality of the cowgirl presents the question of what the position of women 

athletes in sports is in general.  An analysis of the 2018 PyeongChang Olympic and Paralympic 

Games, just held at the time of this writing, offer a timely example of gender equality within 

sports, or lack thereof.  I employ a liberal feminist lens throughout my research, and I will use 

this same approach here.  As previously detailed in my introduction, liberal feminism within 

sport is premised “on equality of access and opportunity” to understand issues of gender and 

equality.157  In the pursuit of parity, liberal feminism has placed these issues “on the agenda of 

sports organizations, governing bodies, schools, and other institutions involved in delivering, 

providing, and developing sport.”158  To understand the level of equality at the PyeongChang 

Olympics using this approach, it is important to refer to recent Olympic history.  Scraton and 

Flintoff establish the gains made in the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in London as the 

most “female friendly” in the history of the games: 

with every team having women competitors, women now taking part in previously male-
only events such as boxing, and female Olympians from the United States outnumbering 
male Olympians for the first time.  Since the Barcelona Games in 1992, the number of 

women athletes has increased from 25 percent to 45 percent, a significant improvement.  
However, issues of access and opportunity remain on the agenda.  For example, despite 

these advances, women still do not have as many opportunities to compete, with fewer 
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medals available, and funding is still unequal.  Men continue to dominate key decision-
making and the percentage of women in governing and administrative bodies in the 

Olympic movement remains low.  As of January 2013, there were only 21 women out of 
101 active members of the 98 International Olympic Committee (IOC, 2013).  This 

reflects sport more widely, where women are still not in decision-making positions, 
although some small inroads have been made onto committee structures (Talbot, 2001). . 
. . [These gains represent] a minor shift towards gender equity in decision-making with 

women still very much in the minority.159 
 

The PyeongChang Olympics represent this mixture of progress and enduring inequality.  

Recently, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) has created a Gender Equality Review 

Project in order to assess the gender gap at the Olympics, with a full list of recommendations 

soon to be released.160  Its recommendations include piloting “draft guidelines for a balanced 

portrayal of male and female athletes in all forms of communication.”161  This pursuit includes 

examining the language surrounding female athletes: “currently, member associations are split 

between whether to use ‘ladies’ or ‘women’ when referring to athletes.  Sports such as figure 

skating and alpine skiing, for example, use the word ladies . . . while luge and ice hockey refer to 

female athletes as women.”162  However, more progress stands to be made, with ski jumping 

exemplifying the opportunity gap that women face: “Not only do male ski jumpers have three 

events compared to one for the women, but Nordic combined — a sport that involves both cross-
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country skiing and ski jumping — has three events for men, and zero events for women.”163  On 

the decision-making level, women comprised 26.7 percent of the IOC Executive Board 

Members, as of 2015.164  In the same year, at the National Olympic Committee level, women 

made up 19.9 percent of Executive Board Members.165  Gender equality at the Olympics 

represents both progress and areas for growth.   

The Intersections of Gender & Racial Equality in Rodeo  

Though liberal feminism has made gains within sport, critics of the ideology point out 

that it treats women as a homogenous group, with differences among women deemphasized.166  

The approach accepts “men’s sporting practices and organization, and defines women and their 

world, not sport itself, as the problem requiring change; the focus is very much on reform, rather 

than on a fundamental challenge to broader structural power relations.”167  In an attempt to 

remedy these issues, developments in poststructuralism has led to inquiries about how the 

discipline approaches gender as well as difference: 

[Poststructuralism’s] emphasis on identities, bodies, empowerment, and the significance 

of difference has raised fundamental questions about whether it is any longer appropriate 
to centralize gender relations or whether we need far more complex engagement with the 

intersections of difference.168 
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Beyond gender, I have not engaged different identities in my research given the scope and 

location of my work: at Round Up, almost all of the audience, athletes, and rodeo representatives 

were White (save for one rodeo commentator for a local newspaper which provides streaming 

coverage of the rodeo programming on their website).  Literature addressing difference within 

rodeo is available, but limited.  As discussed in my literature review, Patton and Schedlock offer 

a comprehensive look at intersecting identities in their book Gender, Whiteness, and Power in 

Rodeo.  While engaging difference is the central aim of their book, Patton and Schedlock offer 

an extensive picture of rodeo as a whole, rather than embed themselves in a specific context to 

analyze how issues of identity interact within that space.   

At Round Up, Whiteness emerged as a central aspect of the rodeo, promulgated both by 

the rodeo and the audience.  Examples include the Round Up gift shop selling purses designed 

with the Confederate Flag, as well as Confederate Flag attire worn by spectators.  The history of 

the West was invoked throughout the rodeo programming, in a way that did not emphasize its 

diversity.  This conception is contrary to Patton and Schedlock’s findings that: “Rodeo since the 

days of ranching in the U.S. has not only included the cowboy, but also the cowgirl, and ethnic 

minorities.”169  Sentiments evoking the “good old days” revealed the presence of what novelist 

Zadie Smith calls “historical nostalgia,” an exercise in which only the privileged can seriously 

engage.170  At one rodeo, the rodeo announcer asked: “Do you remember when our country was 

founded on liberty, truth and justice?”171  Given that for most of history only White heterosexual 

men enjoyed the ideals evoked in the announcer’s statement, harkening to the past means 
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excluding most in the present.  The problematic appearance of the Confederate Flag and the 

white-washing of rodeo history embedded the space in Whiteness; this was compounded by the 

fact that almost everyone at the rodeo was White, despite the diversity of the geographical region 

in which it is located.  The space felt like a retro refuge— and racist, though that is not a thing of 

the past— for White people escaping from today’s multicultural society.  New Jersey is diverse, 

with a 20% Hispanic or Latino demographic and a 15% Black population, but this is not 

reflected at Round Up.172  

The sport is not only understood as White at Round Up but, as my case study 

demonstrates, is considered male as well, and this erasure of difference reflects rodeo in the 

broader culture as well.  Patton and Schedlock assert that there is a “lingering ‘White male only’ 

mentality in this sport, both by athletes and fans” and that the image of the cowboy is fractured 

by its one-dimensionality.173  Rodeo is both less male and less White, as well as less 

heteronormative, than it appears at Round Up and in the American cultural imagination.174  For 

this reason, compounded with rodeo’s cultural import, inclusive studies of diverse rodeos, such 

as the Bill Pickett Invitational Rodeo which exists in six locations nationally and takes as its 

mission “to continue to educate everyone about Black Western Heritage and the significance of 

Black Cowboys and Cowgirls,” could be a point of further research.175  Moreover, the question 
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of how different identities intersect within rodeo could be pursued.  The future of a more 

inclusive rodeo may involve rodeos such as the Bill Pickett Invitational Rodeo, which through 

their inclusivity may draw a more diverse crowd.  Perhaps, in this way, a foundational national 

activity could be engaged, appreciated, and defined by more Americans.  
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APPENDIX I:  INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 

Where did you grow up?  
 
How long have you been a part of rodeo?  

 
Why rodeo? Why not do English riding, or another riding event? 

 
What do you like most about it? What do you like least?  
 

Is rodeo a sport? 
 

Do you see rodeo as being more athletic based or is it a performance? 
 
Do you consider yourself an athlete/performer? 

 
Do you see this as a hobby or is it your work?  

 
What drew you to barrel racing?  
 

Next, I’d like to ask about your dress at the rodeo. Of the following list, which applies to your 
dress when you participate in your event?  

 
-Can you describe the shirt that you wear when you participate?  

 

-Does your horse have any accessories?  
 

-Do you ever match?  
 

-Jewelry  

 
-Do you wear your hair down or up? 

 
Do you dress differently than other women in other events? Why or why not? 
 

Next, I’d like to ask you about your horse. What is your relationship with your horse when riding 
in your event? 

 
Why do you think women mostly compete in the barrel racing event?  
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 -Would you consider competing in any other event?  

 
Do you call yourself a cowgirl?  

 
-(If yes): What do you think makes you cowgirl? 

  

How do you feel being a cowgirl? For example, does it make you feel glamorous? Does it give 
you confidence? 

 
What aspects of participating in rodeo are empowering?  
 

Do you think there is equality between men and women who ride in the rodeo? By equality I 
mean whether they are treated the same or different, or whether there is equal opportunity. 

 
-(If participant sees gender): Do you think feminism, defined as the belief that 
men and women should be equal, has any influence on women’s participation? 

 
What role do you think women will hold in rodeo in the future? 

 
The Cowboy Prayer, which is read at the beginning of Round Up, mentions cowboys but not 
cowgirls. What do you think of the Cowboy Prayer? 

 
Is anything else that you want to add?  
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APPENDIX II:  THE RODEO SPACE 

 

 
 Figure 1: 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
    Sarah Jannarone, Entrance to Round Up Rodeo, September 24, 2017.  

 
Figure 2: 
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    Sarah Jannarone, Entrance to Round Up Rodeo, September 24, 2017.  

 

 

Figure 3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Sarah Jannarone, Round Up Rodeo Outfitters Side Building, Round Up Rodeo, September 24, 

2017.  
 

Figure 4: 
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       Sarah Jannarone, Round Up Rodeo Arena, Round Up Rodeo, September 24, 2017.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Sarah Jannarone, Cowboys Dismounted on Arena Floor, Round Up Rodeo, September 23, 

2017. 
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Glossary 

back number. Worn to identify an athlete in the arena.  In pro-rodeo, the number indicates an 
athlete’s standing in the competition.  

 
buck out. At Round Up, the opportunity for pro-rodeo, rough stock athletes and rough stock 

animals to practice for the upcoming season.  For example, an athlete will practice by riding 
bulls.  

 

bull Riding. A rodeo event in which the athlete must ride on a randomly assigned bull for eight 
seconds, with one hand not holding onto the bull.   

 
barrel racing, or barrels. A rodeo event in which, at the professional level, only cowgirls can 
exclusively compete.  In the event, the horse and rider create a cloverleaf pattern around three 

barrels for the fastest time. A winning time usually lies between sixteen and seventeen seconds.  
If a barrel is knocked over, five seconds is added to the clock. 

 

breast plate. A piece of sporting equipment for horses that is meant to keep the saddle from 

sliding backwards.  

 

bull riding, or bulls. A rodeo event in which the rider attempts to remain on the back of a bull 

for eight seconds.  

 

chute. A small enclosure that contains a bucking animal (a bucking horse or bull), which has 

slots like a fence at its top.  When the chute opens the animal enters the rodeo arena. 

 

first frontier circuit. A non-profit organization approved by the Professional Rodeo Cowboys 

Association (PRCA) and Women’s Professional Rodeo Association (WPRA), which specifically 

holds rodeos in the Northeast United States.  States include New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, 

New York, Connecticut, Maryland, West Virginia, Maryland, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, 

Maine, and Virginia.  

 

first frontier circuit finals. A rodeo competition that occurs at the end of each rodeo season.  

Athletes must earn their spot at the Finals by competing and winning throughout the season 

within the First Frontier Circuit.  They are located in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Rodeo events 
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include bareback riding, bull riding, tie-down roping, saddle bronc riding, steer wrestling, team 

roping, and barrel racing.  

 

girls rodeo association (GRA). See Women’s Professional Rodeo Association (WPRA). 

 

jackpot. A rodeo show that is unsanctioned, and generally offers less prize money than 

sanctioned rodeos.  

 

pen. See chute. 

 

pick-up men. Assist rodeo competitors and increase the safety of rodeo competitors in rough 

stock events. 

 

practice pen. Similar to a Buck Out, but not exclusive to rough stock riders.  

 

professional rodeo cowboy association (PRCA). Sanctions 600 of North America’s most elite 

rodeos throughout 38 states and 4 Canadian provinces.  Founded in 1947 as the Cowboys Turtle 

Association (CTA), the CTA then became the Rodeo Cowboy Association (RCA) and was one 

of the largest sanctioning bodies in the sport, helping to modernize professional rodeo.  The 

PRCA is now the largest rodeo sanctioning body.   

 

rodeo clown. Entertains the audience between rodeo events and during the bull riding event, 

distracts a bull whose rider has fallen.  

 

rodeo cowboy association (RCA). See Professional Rodeo Cowboy Association (PRCA). 

 

rodeo announcer. Provides commentary throughout the rodeo.  

 

rodeo queen. A female who is viewed as the “face” of the rodeo.  She typically represents a 

rodeo, an association, or a region for twelve months. 

 

rough stock. Refers to rodeo events that involve the use of rough stock animals.  These are 

horses and bulls usually owned by the rodeo and not by the rider.  Events include saddle bronc 

riding, bareback riding and bull riding, in comparison to the timed events of steer wrestling, 

barrel racing, calf roping, breakaway roping, and team roping.  Rough stock riders sometimes 

refer to themselves as roughies.  

 

roughie. See Rough Stock.  

 

sponsor girls. Precursors to Rodeo Queens, Sponsor Girls became a staple in rodeo during the 
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1940s and 1950s.    

 

team roping. A rodeo event in which two riders compete together to rope the legs and horns of a 

steer for time.  

 

trick rider. The performance of stunts while atop a horse 

 

women’s professional rodeo association (WPRA). With approximately 4,000 members, the 

WPRA sanctions the barrel racing event held at PRCA rodeos.  Founded in 1948, as the Girl’s 

Rodeo Association (GRA), the WPRA is the oldest women’s sports association in the United 

States and the only women’s sports association governed entirely by women.  

 

 
 

 


